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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
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With election day tomorrow,
the following item from the
Memorial Baptist Church
newsletter is appropriate.

JUST ONE VOTE: Does one
vote really count California and
Texas were both admitted to the
Union by a margin of one vote.
In 1868, a single vote prevented
conviction in the impeachment
of President Andrew Johnson.
In the Presidential election of
1876, a special congressional
committee of fifteen voted
eight to seven that Hayes, not
Tilden, had been elected
President. In 1919, the vote of a
single Louisiana legislator
swung
Louisiana
into
radification of the Eighteenth
Amendment and thereby made
the amendment the Law of the
Land. In 1944, Robert A. Taft
won a seat in the United States
Senate
by
a
majority
representing less than one- vote
in each of Ohio's precincts. In
1960, President John F. Kennedy won over Richard Nixon
by an average less than one vote
per precinct in the natioh. There
is basic power in the use of the
ballot. Responsible citizens will
(Continued on Page Fourteen)

Delb Department Plans
Meet Tuesday Evening
The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will hold
its regular meeting on Tuesday,
November 7, at 7:30 p.m. at the
club house, according to Mrs.
Walter Baker, chairman.
Mrs. W.Z. Carter and Mrs.
George Hart will present the
program, "Experiences On A
Freighter."
Hostesses will be Mesdames
H.L. Oakley, Ewen Allbritten,
F.E. Crawford, Henry Warren,
and Eugene Tarry.
BOND SALES
Sales of Series E and H
Savings Bonds in Calloway
County for September were
822,912 while sales for the first
nine months totaled $218,022 or
100.4 per cent of the county's
annual goal of $217,100. Sales a
year ago were $217,965. Kentucky's sales for the month
were
$5,521,029
while
cumulative sales for the year
reached $52,016,135 or 86.2 per
cent of the State's annual goal of
$60.300,000. Sales-- a year ago
were $46,296,086.

The Weather
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Independent Polls Continue To
Predict Nixon-Agnew Landslide
Democratic challenger
George McGovern sweeps from
New York to Los Angeles today
to climax his uphill presidential
drive while President Nixon
speaks from his San Clemente,
Calif., home in an election-eve
windup that typifies the 1972
campaign.
Democratic vice-presidential
nominee Sargent Shriver also
scteduled a long day of cornpaigning, from Pittsburgh to
Beaumont, Tex., and Vice President Spiro T. Agnew plannec
last-day appearances in Philadelphia and Richmond, Va.
Independent polls continued
to forecast a Nixon-Agnew
landslide in Tuesday's balloting
that is expected - to draw a
record total of more than 80
million to the nation's voting
booths. Democrats remain favored to netain House and Senate contrel, plus a majority of
governorships.
In a day that took him from
St. Louis to Moline, Ill., to New
-York -City Qooday, McGovern
continued to accuse President
Nixon of deceiving the nation
about Vietnam peace prospects
a,nd said Nixon has boon ruling
the country like "a Roman emperor" without regard for congressional powers.
In a nationwide television
speech from New York Sunday

At Union Co.
The Calloway County High
and Murray High Speech and
Debate teams 'recorded a
number of superior ratings at
the Union County Speech
Tournament, held last Saturday.
Calloway
For
County,
Quentin Fannin was presented a
gavel for being the number one
debater in the tourney; Stacy
Adams received third place in
poetry; Pam White was named
third in prose; and Teresa'
Moody took fourth in dramatics.
Trica Bailey, Krit Stubblefield and Darrell Gibson also
competed in the final round.
Others competing and receiving
superior ratings were Vickie
Bailey, Sarah Calhoun, Jim
Davis, Danny Futrell, Warren
Hopkins, Markets Orr, Johnny
Riley, and Randy Williams.
For Murray High, Harrell
Bramley placed third in
original oratory, and Janan
Jones and Scott Willis placed
third in duet acting. Becky
Sams, prose, Rhonda Garland,
original oratory and Jam
humorous
Baggett,
interpretation, also made the
final round.
Students receiving superior
ratings were Lezlee Bartholomy, Laurie Beatty, Cheryl
Brown, Johnny Cannon, BarHoward,
Martha
bara
McKinney, Jimmy Pasco, Teri
Stephenson, Mark Compton,
Jeannie Heandon, an Hendon,
g Gary Moore, Rebecca Young,
and Debbie McMillen.
Val Harrison, Edwin Garrett,
and Deveen Perry received
excellents.

JACKSON PURCHASE
Mostly sunny and warmer
today, high in the mid to upper
60s. Increasing cloudiness with
chance of rain late tonight, continuing Tuesday. Low tonight in
low to mid 40s. High Tuesday
in the 60s. Wednesday clearing
and cooler.

night, he said peace is not at
hand, as claimed by the Nixon
administration—"it is not even
in sight." He said the remaining issues in the agreement to
be worked out with Hanoi are
the "central issues of the war.
And Mr. Nixon knows it."
McGovern said the administration's "deception" about
prospects for peace "is the
ultimate utilization of the
technique that has become
known as 'the big lie."
Nixon, meanwhile, spent
much of the day relaxing at his

oceanfront San Clemente home
while declaring in a paid radio
speech that the choice in
Tuesday's election "is clear-cut
and momentous."
He said the balloting could be
"one of our finest hours" and
listed 10 goals, ranging from "a
secure and prosperous America" to "a great and good
America," which he said could
be achieved "no matter who
wins in the next two days."
Shriver, winding up an East
Coast swing from New Harrip(Continued on Page Fourteen
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In Our 93rd Year

'Rural Zoning' To Be
Local Speech
Discussed At Calloway
Agriculture Council Clubs Compete
The
Calloway
County
Agriculture Council will discuss Rural Zoning at its regular
monthly meeting Tuesday at
6:30 p.m. at the Triangle Inn.
Ed Netherland will speak on
the effects of rural zoning on
both Calloway County and
Murray at the meeting.
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Mrs. Clark Dies In
Fire At Home Sunday
11111P

State Battle For Senate
Predicted To Be Close
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (
The name of the game in the
U.S. Senate race in Kentucky is
"scratcM for Democrat Walter
"Dee" Huddleston and `cimittail" for Republican Louie
Nunn.
Huddleston
must draw
thousands of voters who are expected to vote for President
Nixon, but not necessarily
Nunn—Mainly Democrats.
Nunn must draw on any Nixon
margin as a hedge against the 2to-1 Democratic registration in
the state.
Essentially the outcome boils
down to these factors, but there
are other imponderables.
For example, both Jmajor
candidates predict a large vote,
possibly a record. The usual

Carroll Stops
Here On 1st
District Tour
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Lieutenant Governor Julian
Carroll, making a helicopter
tour of;the first district, stopped
in Murray Saturday morning at
the Democratic Headquarters.
Congressman Frank Albert
Stubblefield
and
Todd
Hollenback, county attorney
from Jefferson County, also
appeared with Carroll.
Carroll gave strong en.
dorsements for Senator George
1111Covern and
senatorial
candidate Dee Huddleston.
"It is time that the people put
an honest man in the White
House. People are getting tired
of a corrupt administration
filled with scandals, plitcal
espionage and sabotage.
George McGovern is a man of
honesty and integrity and we
intend to put him in office,"
Carroll said.
In endorsing Huddleston,
Carroll used his sense of humor
to bring applause and laughter
from the crowd of Democrats.
"All over the country, you see
plaques saying that George
Washington once slept here,"
Carroll said. "I understand that
all. over the Commonwealth
there are now plaques that say
(Continued on Page Fourteen)

presidential turnout in Kentucky has been slightly more
than one million.
The question is: Where will
the bulk of the additional expected votes go? To Nixon?
And also to Nunn? Or to Democratic presidential nominee
George McGovern, whose grass
roots supporters have emphasized registration? Or to Nixon
and Huddleston?
In any event, the Senate race
is forecast as close. If indeed it
is, the minor candidates' tallies
could assume importance.
Mrs. Helen Breeden is the
American Party' nominee, but
she has not been too active,
and the only professional independent poll published thus far
indicates she will run fourth.
The one supposedly in third
place is William Bartley of the
Peoples Party, a strong backer
of McGovern who has, in effect,
said "a plague on, both your
houses" in connection with the
Huddleston and Nunn camps
However, Bartley might be
expected to draw more votes
from
Huddleston
if
the
McGovern people who vote for
(Continued on Page Fourteen )

Wind Sinfonietta
To Present Concert
On Election Night
The Murray State University
Wind Sinfonietta will present a
concert of Major Symphonic
Band Literature on Election
Day evening at 8:00 p.m. in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
Annex.
The Wind Sinfonietta is a
select gathering of wind and
percussion instrumentalists
who individually are selected by
the applied music faculty on the
basis of musical skill, talent and
technical maturity.
Conducted by Professor Paul
W. Shahan, Director of
University Bands, the Wind
Sinfonietta recently was
selected to perform for the
Directors
College
Band
National Association.
To be presented on the
Election Day Concert will be
"Bagatells for Band," (Opus
87) by Vincent Persichetti;
."Summer in Valley City" by
Ross Lee Finney; "Eight
Russian Folk Songs (Op. 58) by
Anatol Liadov and "March with
William
Trumpets"
by
Bergsma.
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KIRKSEY FIRE—A Rescue Squad volunteer battles the house fire which took the life of Mrs.
Virgie Clark Sunday morning. Firemen remained on the scene for several hours.
Photo by C. Eugene Tubbs

Local Voters To
Pick New Members
To School Boards
Two persons, Bill. Stubblefield, incumbent, and John
Wells, will be in the race for
position of Calloway County
School Board member from the
Clayton's
New
Creek,
Providence, and New Concord
District,in the General Election
on Tuesday.
Stubblefield, is now -Serving
his second term as a member of
the board having been elected in
1964. He is now serving as
chairman of the board.
Wells will be seeking the
office for the first time. He is an
associate professor in the
Department of Secondary
Education at Murry State
University.
Lubie Parrish of the Kirksey,
Coldwater, and
Jackson
Districts, and Ferrell Miller of
the Lynn Grove and Harris
Grove Districts, do not have any
opposition in their race for a
second term on the school
board.
Other members of the school
board now servilig are Calvin
Key of the Hazel District and
Robert Ross of the Alrno and
Faxon Districts who were
elected in 1970 and for their
second term.

Murray Branch Of
AAUW Plans Meet
The Murray Branch of AAUW
will meet Tuesday, November
7, at 7:30 p.m. at the home of
Miss Elizabeth Newnam, 1324'
Main Street. The hostesses will
be Mrs. James I,. Harmon; Miss
Elizabeth Newnam, and Miss
Ruby Simpson.
Miss John Applegate Mrs.
Inez Claxton and Mrs. Ewen
Allbritten will be in charge of
the program,"We the People."
Members are reminded to
bring Christmas gifts for the
patients at
Western State
Hospital to this meeting.
Anyone interested in joining
AAUW, please call Mrs. Peter
Whaley (Beryl), 753-8279.

In the election for two
members of the Murray Independent School System, M.H.
Ryan and Dr. C.C. Lowry are
unopposed. Ryan is now serving
as chairman of the board and
Dr. Lowry as vice-chairman.
Other members of the Murray
School Board are Bethel
I,a,tN,n, Mon Henry-,
Will Ed Stokes.
Frank A. Stubblefield of
Murray is seeking his eighth
term as the First District's
Representative in the U.S.
House. He is opposed by
Republican nominee Charles T.
Banken, Jr., of Henderson rid
John M. Katterjohn,--olso of
(Continued on Page Fourteen)

Firemen Called To
Westview On Friday

Dr. C. D. Wilder
Is Club Speaker

2

No One Injured In
Weekend Accidents
Seven traffic accidents were
investigated by the Murray
Police Department over the
weekend, with no injuries
reported in any of the collisions.
The first accident occurred at
5:20 p.m. Friday, on S. 12th.
Cars involved were driven by
John W. Hughes,311 S. 13th, and
Linda J. Nance, 301 S. 9th,
according to police.

car was to the right side, according to police.
At 5:27 p.m. Friday, cars
driven by James L. Johnson, 504
N. 3rd, and Fausting M. Miles,
1320 Sycamore, were involved
in an accident on the Parker
Continued on Page Fourteen)

Middle School PTA
To Meet Thursday

The first general meeting of
_the - 19iitrrar Middle School
P.T.A. will be held at the school
on Thursday, November 9 at
6:45 p.m.
The event • also will be the
annual "Back To School Night,"
during which time parents will
have the opportunity to visit the
classrooms and meet the
teachers. Parents of 7th and 8th
grade students will follow their
child's schedule. The 5th and 6th
grade teachers will have their
rooms
open for parents to visit.
for presentation to the 1974
A membership table will be
General Assembly as part of the
state's capital construction set up in the hall for those that
have not joined the P.T.A.
budget for the next biennial.
Expected to be completed During this time the Murray
during Governor Ford's ad- Middle School Band will perministration, the facility also form, according to James L.
will be used extensively by the Light, Jr., Band Director.
The activities were planned at
1,000 member West Kentucky
the Executive Board meeting
Horseman's Association.
It also is expected to include Friday, October 27. Those atclassrooms and laboratories for tending were: Robert Glin
use in the University's three- Jeffrey, principal, Mrs. Eli
year-old
horsemanship Alexander, president; Mr's.
Max Brandon, vice president;
program, the only program of
Mrs. I.ewis Hudspeth, vice
its kind in the state.
president;
Mrs. Gene Hendon,
More than 75 students are
enrolled in. the five bor. secretary; Mrs. W.B. Mcsemanship classes at Murray Cuiston, treasurer.
State. Although the University'
Following the open house the
owns 20 horses, many of the Middle School Band parents will
students enrolled in the meet at the school for a short
program have their own horses. meeting.-

Livestock Pavilion
To Be Built At MSU
Murray State University
officials were notified Saturday
of authorization by Gov.
Wendell H. Ford for architectual design work on a
2,500-seat livestock pavilion and
horse show ring at the
University.

'Tragedy struck the Kirksey
community again early Sunday
morning when Mrs„ Virgie
Magness Clark died in the
flames that destroyed her white
frame home located next to the
Kirksey Sweet Feed Mill.
The Calloway Fire-Rescue
Unit was called to the scene at
5:20 a.m. by a telephone call
from Mrs. Roy ( Bess) Jones
who lives north of the Clark
Home. Mrs. Jones had been
unable to sleep due to an illness
and was resting on her couch
when she noticed the back of the
Clark home in flames.
Mrs. Jones said she called her
husband, Roy, who went to the
scene sounding his car horn as
he went, attempting to wake
residents in the neighborhood.
Jones said when he arrived at
the scene he knocked on the
door and wall and down the
north side of the house attempting liTanTiailifrs. Craft,
but did not see any sign of
anyone. Roger Usher who
operates one of the general
stores at Kirksey was summoned by Jones for help. They
said the back of the house was
already falling in by that time.
They started to open the front
(Continued on Page Fourteen)

The monthly meeting of the
Television Set Stolen
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club will be held Thursday,
From Home Of Bill Adams
November 9, at 7:30 p.m. in the
community room at Federal
A portable television was
Savings and Loan, 7th and Main reported stolen Saturday night
from the home of Bill Adams,
Streets.
Dr. CD. Wilder, Department 1301 Vine, according to Murray
of Biology, at Murray State Police.
University, will give a short talk
The portable color television
on "Ecology," according to was apparently taken sometime
program chairman, Mrs. between 7:30 and 8 p.m.
Barbara Erwin.
Saturday, according to police.
Installation of officers and
Investigating officers
announcement of November ,reported that the burglar had
Girl of l.be rutonfliare_also,on the probAgy entered through the
agenda for the evening.
back door. Nothing --etst *09
All members and newcomers reported stolen, although a
to the area are encouraged to
purse had been emptied on the
attend, a spokesman said.
bedroom floor, police said.

The Murray Fire Department
was called to the Westview
Nursing Home,Friday at 11:30
p.m., when smoke was
discovered in the air conditioning system.
Apparently some asbestos
insulation had fallen onto a
heating coil, causing the
smoke, but no
fire was
Investigating offictrs said the
discovered. Three trucks and Hughes car
was headed east,
eight men responded to the call. out
of the Belair parking lot,
and the Nance car was headed
FREE KITTEN
south on 12th at the time of the
Two eight weeks old dark accident.
eolor kittens, housebroken, are
Damage to the Hughes car.
free to perSons for pets. For , was to the left front fender and
information call 753-1348.
light, and damage to the Nance

Outlook Wednesday through
Friday: Cloudy and cooler
Wednesday with a chance of
To be used primarily for
showzrs in the east. Fair and
horse shows, stock sales,
warmer Thursday with increasmachinery exhibitions, horMurray Lodge No. 105
ing cloudiness and mild with a
ticulture shows and other farmchance of showers in the west
- related events, the new facility
Plans Meet Tonight
; Friday. Early morning lows in „
will be constructed on the
the upper 30s and low 40s WedMurray Lodge No. 105 Free University's 254-acre
—
and Accepted Masons Will laboratory farm,one miles west
nesday, in the 30ks Thursday
0
and in the upper 30s and low
observe Past Masters Night of the main campus.
•
40s Friday. Highs in the mid
Lieutenant Governor Julian Car; oll appeared in behalf of the Democratic Party Saturday morning tonight I Monday) af 7:30 p.m.
Ted Bradshaw, director of
50a to around Sid Wednesdkui, Ax
planning and . construction at
In Murray. Carroll and other Democrats made brie( endorsements of Democratic candidates at the at the Masonic Nall.
the upper 50s to mid 60s rally. From left to Hifi:Tare fad Holleubactr, County Attorney of Jefferson County, Lieutenant
All Master Masons are in- Murray State, said final plans
Thursday and in the 60s Fri- Governor Carroll,Congressman Frank Albert Stubblefield and Bill Pinkston.
vited. Refreshments will be And Cost estimales for the new
day
facility are expected lobe ready
)Staff Photo by Mike Brandon) served.
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Home security
can be costly

6
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• The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

RELE

Regulated To Death

A SEP*

Any number of systems are
on the market for burglarproofing a home. Security devices range from the 12.50
sliding glass door lock to the
$2,500 communications system wired to an alarm company's receiving center.
It is up to the consumer to
decide how much and what
type of system he needs,
based on what he can afford
and upon the advice of a "reputable" alarm dealer.
A good lock system is what
police recommend when they
lecture on home security.
"That's enough to discourage
most amateur burglars," they
say.
There are far more sophisticated devices than locks,
however.
There are electrically wired
floor mats which; when

iot

We don't much like all the reruns that pop onto the
television screen especially in the summertime. The
networks reluctantly admit they devote about 45 per
cent of the prime evening hours to reruns.
Still, we question whether it's any business of the
President of the United States or the Federal
Communications Commission. The FCC is thinking
of ordering the networks to limit reruns to no more
than 25 per cent of prime time, and President Nixon
says he approves the idea.
Television is regulated up, down and sideways as
things now stand. If folks are dissatisfied with their
programming, they can always flip the switch and
head for the local movie house, read a book orbetter yeleach_for lbsk favorite evening
newspaper.ainesville-(Ga:1 Times -

Picture a country in which the workers are glued
to their assigned tasks six days a week:where fourfifths of the workers did not take vacations last year,
where the wage scales are considerably lower than
those of competitors, where voluntarily changing
jobs is frowned upon—and you will probably envision an iron curtain country.
You would be wrong. It is Japan. The reason so
many did not take vacations last year is because
they did not want to. Honestly. One government
ministry had to resort to fines of 2,000 yen for each
day of annual leave not used to get its employees out
of the office.—Monroe (La,) Morning World.

Ten Years Ago Today
LZDGICII A 1111118 FILZ

Deaths reported are W.B. Moser, age 66, longtime

educator of Murray High School, Tom. Hayden, age
89. of Paducah, formerly of Calloway County. both
on November 5, and Mrs...Hugh Watson.of Olney, Ill.,
formerly of Calloway County, on November 3.
Murray Grove 126 of the Supreme Forest Woodmen Circle will be host to the West Kentucky fall
convention at the Murray Woman's Club house on
November 8.
Births reported at the Murray Hospital from
November 2 to November 5 include a girl, Gina Gay,
to Mr. and Mrs. Sherrill Gargus, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Gerry E. Requarth.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Kirk, Sr., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Mary Edwina, to Frank Yates, Jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank rates, Sr., of Mayfield.

20 Years Ago Today
•=Mil MI

Fred W. Shoemaker, age 51, died yesterday at his
home on College Farm Road.
Three persons were bitten by a mad dog in New
Concord on November 4. They included the owner of
the dog, her daughter, and a neighbor.
'Mrs. Hugh M. McEltath of Murray w-as elected
president of the Southwestern Region of the Baptist
Woman's Missionary Union at the meeting held at
the First Baptist Chureh, Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Wood White of Hazel Route Three
announce the marriage of their daughter, Ann, to
David Thompson, son of Mrs. Brent Saddler of
Murray. The vows were read on November 1.,

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Seek ye the Lord while he may be found, call ye
upon him while he is near.—Isaiah 55:6.

Return upon the Lord, and He will have mercy
upon you, and to our God, for He will abundantly
pardon.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

The nose can be classified for study of the human
race into the long nose, the tilted nose, the pug nose,
the flat nose, the beaked nose and the big nose. And
then there is the hard nose, something that doesn't
declare itself at first sight but which, when identified, is found'in some of the darndest places---the
white House, for example.
-A big nose never spoils
a pretty face."
French proverb

f

C.

Editor's Note: This is the
last of a series examining the
rising incidence of home burglaries in the United States.
By DIANE CLARK
Copley News Service
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Work Addiction Reported

Alamo
isn't
forgotten

BURGLARY BOOM
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Lexington-Fayette Merger To
Be Voted On In Tuesday Ballot
By GARY LUHR
Some anonymous opposition ville in that category. Merger
Associated Press Writer
to merger in the form of bump- would raise the population to
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)—Of- er stickers and telephone calls
nearly 180,000.
ficials in Kentucky's larger surfaced about the middle of
cities will have at least one eye last month but organized oppoAccording To Boyle
trained
in
this direction sition has been all but invisible
Tuesday as local residents vote throughout the two-year merger
on the first city-county merger process.
proposal to reach balot stage
If the plan is approved a
under a 1970 state law.
merged government wouldn't
If voters here approve com- come into being until January
bining the Lexington and Fa- 1974 following city and count
yette County governments it elections next year.
By HAL BOYLE
could give encouragement to
Under the proposal the mayNEW YORK (AP) — Things
pro-merger groups in such or would be the chief executive
cities as Ashland and Frank- for the county-mide— govern-. columnist might'never know
fort.
ment. The present five-member if fie didn't open his mail:
Check your blood pressure
Ashland has a charter com- commission would be'expanded
mittee which hoped to have a to 15 members, 12 elected by regularly to be sure you don't
merger proposal ready for resi- districts and three at-large. have hypertension
without
dents of Boyd County this year. Fiscal court would be abolished knowing it. This disease is now
Lack of time and money kept but the city manager's job one of the two leading causes of
death in the United States, and
them from reaching that dead- would be retained.
line.
All required county offices it affects at least 1 of every 10
William Lyons, chairman of would continue to be filled but persons.
If you get tired of keeping on
the local merger commission, the county judge's job would
said his group has worked become mainly judicial instead your toes all day, how would
you like to have to sleep that
some with the Ashland com- of partly administrative.
mittee. He also has had some
The poll showed those favor- way? During the reign of Emcontact with a citizens group ing merger were most attract- peror Charlemagne, beds weinterested in setting up a char- ed by the concept of district ren't horizontal but sloped from
ter committee in Frankfort.
representation and a belief that head to foot so sharply that
Other places where merger they would receive more bene- sometimes the sleeper was
standing semi-erect.
has been discussed informally fit for their tax dollars.
One of the problems teachers
include CovihgtOn, Paducah
Merger proponents cite as
and Owensboro.
immediate benefits: money have is that in every group of
The 1970 bill allowed any saved through eliminating du- 100 children there are from 5 to
county which had a second plicate purchasing and services 10 who have a learning disclass city ( there are eight) to and more efficient service ability or are so hyperactive
establish an "urban county gov- brought about by eliminating they require special treatment.
ernment." The 1972 Kentucky the
Would you like to be guaranhaphazard
city-county
General Assembly extended the boundary.
teed a place in heaven for only
privilege to all other counties
Lyons said while he can't three days of work? Then go to
except Jefferson.
the
beautiful
promise the county's general Monastir,
Lyon said h* group is guard- tax rate won't increase even- Tunisian seaport. An ancient
edly optimistic about the'merg- tually, the rate of increase un- Moslem legend says that'anyer's success. He cited figures,'der merger probably willbe one who devotes three days to
from a ,poll the commission slower than if .the city and guarding the city's fortificamade of 285 registered voters county remain separate.
tions will, upon his death, imin August, just prior to an allAn added incentive for county mediately enter Paradise. It's
out merger-selling campaign.
residents to support the merger not a bad bargain. An Arab
The figures showed 70.4 per is a provision which assures Paradise is out of this world.
cent of those surveyed ap- property taxes won't
History lesson: The White
increase
proved of the merger, 19 per until urban services are ex- House now is a complex comcent disapproved and 10.6 per panded to their neighborhoods. munications center, but it had
cent had no opinion. The poll, Through required public hepi.-- only one telephone for year4. subject to .5 per Cent error, ings it would be possible for after the first one was installed
showed virtually no difference county residents to exercise on Dec. 1, 1878, during the adamong responses based on age, some control over where and ministration of Rutherford B
sex or race.
when services would be ex- Hayes. The new gadget annoyed President Hayes, and he
There were minor differences panded.
between city and county resiWith merger the only new tax had it placed in a booth outside
dents and among people with some county -residents would his executive office, where an
different educational back- pay immediately is Lexington's aide usually answered the few
grounds—city dwellers and per- 1.5 per cent occupation tax.
calls that came over it. Herbert
sons with more education showMeanwhile,some 35,000 coun- Hoover, in 1929, was the first
ing slight preference for merg- ty residents are faced with the president to have a phone iner.
prospect of annexation to the stalled on his desk.
Lyons offered several reasons city by 1975 and another 20,000
Worth remembering: "Rewhy the idea of merger ap- by 1980 if the merger fails. An- member the old days, when a
peared more popular here than nexation, as a result of a 1970 juvenile delinquent was a kid
many places where consoli- court order, almost certainly who owed a few cents on an
dation plans have failed. For would bring property taxes in overdue book at the public lione thing Lexington is the only those areas up to the city level brary?"
Folklore: If you put on a sock
incorporated city in Fayette immediately with no assurance
County. Opposition to mergers of when accompanying services inside out, you'll have good
often comes from small subur- would be expanded.
luck if you wear it that way all
ban municipalities: •
Another possibility facing day. If a child's petticoat is
The plan here. has the whole- Lexington with or without lohger than her dress, her
hearted support of elected city merger is elevation to first- mother doesn't love her as
and county officials as well as class city status by the next much as the father does. The
other community leaders.
session of the General Assem- best way to get rid Of the devil
The same poll' revealed no bly. With more than 108,000 or any other evil spirit is to
bad feelings between city and residents in the city alone it al- kneel by your bedside and say
county residents, Lyons said.
ready qualifies to join Louis- your prayers. It's bad luck to

-stepped an, emit an alarm;
custom-made screens woven
with electronic devices that
screech if removed, cut or
broken (about 8100 each), and
portable systems disguised as
encyclopedias which are
merely plugged into the wall.

By ERMA PERRY
Copley News Service
chaser must make is whether
he wants a perimeter alarm
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. —
system l one protecting win"Forget the Alamo," they say
dows and doors) or a space
here, "for just a moment
alarm which protects an area
while you view our other atand acts as a burglar trap
tractions."
zone, say near a safe or in a
They would like to show you
hallway the prowler would be
the Hertzberg Circus colleclikely to walk through.
tion, the Buckhorn Hall of
An electronically wired mat
Horns at the Lone Star
hidden under a rug is one type
Brewery, the Mexican Marof space alarm. A plug-in
ket, the McNay Art Institute,
microwave unit which can be
the Witte Museum, the Instihidden in a closet or cupboard
tute of Texas Cultures and the
and protects a 900-square-foot
river they diverted to flow
area is another.
right through the downtown
The microwave unit costs
area like a Venetian canal.
about $300 but for less than
But still the tourists flock to
half that price is an ultrasonic
the Alamo and thrill to the
plug-in unit, which cannot be
tales of the Old West that surhidden, that emits a coneround the mission that beshaped beam reaching out 25
came a fortress. The present
feet.
building was the chapel of the
The plug-in units, disguised
Mission San Antonio de
as books and stereo speakers,
Valero, founded in 1718 by the
are especially practical for
Franciscans to bring religion
persons staying in hotels or
and education to the Indians
renting small apartments
of the Southwest. Later it was
where a complex central sysoccupied by the Spanish
tem is unfeasible. Triggering
cavalry and called the Alamo,
the alarm lights a 300-watt
the Spanish ford for cottonlight, followed in 15 seconds
wood tree.
by loud shrieking, like a police
When Mexico freed herself
, _
"t:•• ---I..'from Spahr' the -Yezzats
siren.

A local alarm system one
ringing only at the home)
ranges from about $100 to
$1,000 and a communications
system starts at $500 and can
go up to $5,000 in the movie
star Beverly Hills bracket.
These ring at a central alarmreceiving unit operated by the
company or at a police department.
One decision an alarm pur-

Also available for apart-ments is a "pick-proof" lock
alarm system in which a siren
powered by a battery-operated transistor sounds when

the lock is tampered with.
A type of perimeter system
other than sensitive and expensive screens consists of
plastic magnetic devices attached to windows and doors
and hooked to a central bell
system. When the windows or
doors are budged more than a
fraction, the prowler is in for
a loud surprise. A good
perimeter system might cost
8500 or $600.
combination
of
Any
perimeter and space systems
at almost any price is available.
A person can have numerous panic buttons installed
throughout his house to keep
help at his fingertips or a
woman can purchase an inexpensive shrieking device the
size of a cigarette lighter to
keep in her purse during outside strolls.

Hypertension One Of
Leading Death Causes

leave an empty eggshell in an
eggcup.
It was Mark Twain who observed, "The secret source tr"-- Because .InstaliatiofriffRt
humor is not joy but sorrow; upkeep of the systems are
there is no humor in heaven."
critical, careful selection of
the company providing security service is recommended.
Many are "fly-by-night" operations here today to instal/
but gone tomorrow when a
malfunction develops. A quick
call to companies listed in the
Yellow Pages elicits many recordings of "no new listing."

George Futrells Of
Nashville Visitors

In The Hazel Area

mended their freedom from
Mexico and Gen. Santa Ana
answered by marching his
army against them.
Sam Houston needed time
to organize his forces against
the attacking Mexicans, so
such Texas heroes as William

Travis, Jim Bowie and Davy
Crockett stalled the Mexicans
at the Alamo.
Realizing the hopelessness
of 188 men against 4,000 to
6,000 Mexicans, Col. Travis
drew a line on the ground with
his sword.
-Those prepared to give
their lives in freedom's cause,
come over to me."
All but one moved over.
This one was Col. Jim Bowie,
who lay on a cot with typhoid
pneumonia and asked that his
cot be carried across.
The little band of patriots
held out during the siege of
the Alamo from February 23

to March 6, 1836, defending to
the death the freedom of
Texas. When a single shot
felled Col. Travis, the Mexicans poureti_through, the
breach and massacred the remauling men, by now completely out of ammunition.
But Sam Houston had
gained the time he needed and
46 days later, with the battle
cry,"Remember the Alamo,"
he defeated Santa Ma in the
Battle of San Jacinto and
scattered the Mexican forces.
The walls of the Alamo have
been restored much as they
were when Santa Ana's men
scaled them in 1836. Flowers,
trees and shrubs native to
Texas have been planted on
the grounds by the Daughters
of the Republic of Texas.

This cool, cloudy Wednesday, ' In choosing a company,
October 25, really lets us know check to see how long it has
fall is really here, but aren't the been in the area and insist
that satisfactory answers are
trees simply beautiful.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Alton given to your questions.
and daughters attended revival
services at Powell St. Chapel Punishment
The Cenotaph in front was
in Paris, Tenn., Saturday fits crime
dedicated in 1940 with the
NEW YORK IUPI) —
night. Rev. Ronnie McClure,
name of each defender of the
Instead of being fined or sent
pastor, was the speaker.
Alamo carved into the marble
to jail, convicted titterers in
panels. Inside, a long rifle is
Mr. and Mrs. George Futrell many U.S. communities are
on display.. This gun, made in
and children from Nashville being put to work cleaning up
Pennsylvania, was used by
were Sunday visitors of her treir own and other peoples
the defenders. A museum now
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Winburn litter.
So reports Allen H. Seed,
occupies the restored old barAlton, who have recently moved Jr.,
executive vice president of
racks.
to Hazel.
Keep America Beautiful, the
Now, 136 years later, tournational titter-prevention
Ed Alton is in the Murray
ists to Texas flock to the
organization, in observing that
Hospital, where he has had 24.520
persons were arrested, bloody battleground of the
surgery. Mr. and Mrs. James for littering in this country in
mission turned fortress in San
Alton -and Mr. and Mrs. Win- 1970, the latest year for which
Aiftonio, the cradle of Texas
burn Alton visited him Tuesday statistics are available. Of the
liberty. They "Remember the
litterbugs arrested. 5,230 were
night.
Alamo."
Miss Linda Alton spent convicted. Fines paid for
(Irintening
Sunday afternoon with Misses littering totaled $243.830.
MOSCOW
ILIPI I
—
Nita and Rita Alton.
Crimean astronomists have
Mrs. Alla Clayton spent
named an asteroid in the
ANNAPOLIS OPENS
constellation of Leo after
Wednesday with Mrs. Cretia
The U.S. Naval Academy at
cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin. the
Hooper.
Annapolis, Md., opened on
first man in space, the
"Brownie"
Oct. 10, 1845.
magazine Soviet Union said.
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Miss Ricki Hopkins bride
elect of Stanley Cook, was
honored with a household
shower on Friday, October 27.
The honoree's sisters Connie
Jones, Vicki Hughes, and Patsy
Hopkins, were hostesses for the
occasion.
The bride-to-be opened her
many lovely gifts after games
were played. Persons who won
prizes were Mrs. Martha Imes
and Mrs. Cordie Whitlow.
Approximately fifty persons
were present of sent gifts.
Refreshments of punch, cake,
nuts and mints were served by
the hostesses. The refreshment
table was decorated in green,
yellow, and white.
Out of town guests were Mrs.
Ray Cook of Louisville, mother
of the groom-to-be, and Mrs.
John Pryor of Brookport, Ill.,
grandmother of the groom-tobe.

Miss Peggy Visher
Gives Program At
The UDC Meeting
The J.N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy met at the lovely
home of Dr. Halene Visher on
_a- Dogwood Drive for the October
meeting.
Miss
Maude
Nance,
president, called the meeting to
order and the pledges to the
flags
were given, The
secretary, Mrs. John J.
I ivesay, called the roll and read
the minutes. Mrs. W. Z. Carter,
treasurer, gave her report.
A collection was taken for the
flower fund and it was voted to
send flowers to a member, Miss
Mary Williams, - who is
hospitalized. It was also decided
to send Christmas gifts to a
ward in Western State Hospital
and these are to be brought gift
wrapped to the
November
meeting.
Dr. Visher introduced her
daughter, Peggy Visher, who
rendered some delightful
"Songs of the South" on the
accordian and organ. A medley
from "The Soundof Music" was
also played by Miss Visher.
Mrs. Bertha Jones played
some favorite songs on the
piano which were greatly enjoyed by all present.
At the close of the program a
delightful dessert was served by
Dr. Visher and her cohostesses,
Mrs. Lois Sammons and Mrs. E.
A. Lassiter, to the eleven
Members present.
The next meeting will be a
luncheon at the home of Mrs. W.
Z. Carter with Mrs. W. Paul
Hale of Hopkinsville as speaker.

LOSE WEIGHT
THIS WEEK
Odrinex

can help you become the trim
person you want to be. Odrinex is
a tiny tablet and easily swallowed. Contains no dangerous drugs. No starving.
No special exercise. Get rid of excess
fat and live longer. OdTinex has been
used successfully by thousands all over
the country for 14 years. Odrinex Plan
costs $3.25 and the large economy size
$5 25. You must lose ugly fat or yoiir
money will be refunded byyour druggist.
No Questions asked. Accept no substitutes. Sold with this uarantee by.
slim

Mrs. Libby Mahan
Program Leader At
Methodist Meeting

It's appalling to ask
`Who is calling?'
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am an executive. I employ a vast
number of people, and receive a staggering number of
telephone calls daily, but I would never allow my secretary
to ask, "May I tell him who is eallingr
When I make a phone call personally and receive such
treatment, I feel insulted.
Enclosed is a poem I clipped some years ago from the
Wall Street Journal. It reflects my sentiments perfectly:
When calling Mr. Jones
I find it most appalling
To have his secretary ask,
"May I tell him who is calling
One of these days
When I find it all too taxing,
ILL come right back to her and say,
"May I ask you, WHO IS ASKING?"
OFFENDED IN HOUSTON
DEAR OFFENDED:
A man with such ability
And obvious humility
Deserves some loud hosannas
[If he doesn't go bananas.)
EDGAR ALLAN PO-P0
DEAR ABBY: What's all this nonsense about being
hurt or mad because your husband doesn't call you by your
that name' I am married to a man who hasn't called me
by my first name for the last 19 years and 361 days!
So what' I rarely call him by his first name. I usually
say, "Hey" or "Say there, Sugar Pie," to get his attention.
Neither one of us is sadistic, as you suggested, and I
strongly resent your inference that we may be
"
When I tell my husband the phone is for him, why must
I say, "Harry, it's for you"
When any husband asks me what I want from the store,
I know he's speaking to me, and I know my name is Mary,
so why must be use it?
Desiring to hear your name spoken unnecessarily
seems to me a case of extreme vanity and childishness
MARY
DEAR MARY: YOU may not object it yoar husband
never calls you by your Dame. And frankly, I wouldn't
object either. However, the woman who wrote to me objected very much, and even after having begged her husband
to please speak her name occasionally. be refused to do it.
And I think that's downright mean!
DEAR ABBY: A couple we know and like very much
recently parted and are getting divorred.
Another couple, friends of both of them, gave a housewarming for the husband to welcome him to his new bachelor apartment—gifts, drinks, food, ete.
It has always been our opinion that divorce is heartbreak for at }east one of the parties, and only a perverted
sense of values justifies anything like this. Or are we just a
couple of old squares'
PUZZLED
DEAR PUZZLED: Generally speating, I see oothiliag
wrong with warming the house of either party, but you
suggest in this case, the husband is now it happy bachelor,
but the wife Is heartbroken. II that's true, then you are
Inaccurately describing the couple who threw the party for
the husband as "friends of both."
Problem'? Trust Abby. Foe a personal reply, write to
ABBY. BOX MOO, L. A., CALIF. MN and enclose a
stamped. addressed envelope.

ts Thur.

.14eat

Monday, November 6
The Calloway County Drug
Council will meet at the conThe United Methodist Women ference room of the Murrayof the Good Shepherd United Calloway County Hospital at
Methodist Church held its eight p.m.
October meeting at the church
The Licensed Practical
at two o'clock in the afternoon.
Nurses will meet at seven p.m.
Mrs. Alice Knight read the in the conference room of the
minutes from the previous Murray-Calloway County
meeting and also called the Hospital.
roll. Nine members were
present.
The Lottie Moon Group of the
The presidentNfrs Maggie First Baptist Church will meet
Woods,
the st the home of Mrs. T. C. Collie
accepted
nominations of new officers for at 7:30 p.m.
the following year.
The New Concord ParentMrs. Libby Mahan presented
the program on "A Con- Teacher Club will have a
Human potluck supper at the school at
versation
In
Development." She
was seven p.m.
assisted by Mrs Reba Miller,
The Kappa Department of the
Mrs. Katherine Wilson, Mrs. Murray Woman's Club will
Dorothy Dunn, Mrs. Olia meet at the club house at 7:30
I assiter, and Mrs. Alice Knight. p.m. with Cal Luther as guest
The purpose of the this speaker. Note change in date.
program was that it be used as a Hostesses will be Mesdames
process toward continued Jack Shell, Glenn Rogers, Don
learning and understanding. Grogan, Joseph Rexroat,
Mrs. Mahan read the scripture James Ransom, and Lawrence
from Psalms and members Philpot.
repeated The Lord's Prayer in
The Baptist Women of Flint
unison.
Church will meet in the home of
The next meeting will be held
Mrs. Macon Rickman at seven
Tuesday, November 21, at one
p.m. for the World Day of
put. Mrs. Maggie Woods will be
Prayer. A potluck supper will
hostess to a luncheon preceding
be served.
the meeting.

bd a
Sorority Meets At
Home of Mrs. Bogard
The Omicron Alpha Chapter
of Tau Phi Lambda held its
regular monthly meeting October 24 at the home of Edna
Bogard. Jo Wilson served as cohostess.
Following the opening ritual
the roll was called with 11
members present. The minutes
were read and approved. A
thank you note was read for the
use of the sorority's wheelchair,
It was decided to have a
luncheon for Diana Myers at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord,
Wednesday, November 1.
Loretta Jobs reported on the
Halloween party held for the
Rangers and the Rangerettes at
the Woodman Hall Monday,
October 26.
The nominating committee
was appointed by Jeanie Lamb.
They are: Carolyn Parks,
Chairman, Martha Andrus, and
Patsy Woodall.
An-Artes Program,-given by
Dorothy
Watkins, Artec
Demonstrator, followed.
It was decided to have an
Artex
Party
Thursday,
November 2 at the Woodman
Building.
Refreshments were served by
Edna Bogard and her cohostess, Jo Wilson. Dorothy
Watkins won the door prize.

Quertermous at ten a.m. with
Mrs. A.H. Titsworth as
program leader.
The United Methodist Women
of the First Church will meet at
7:30 pan, at the church.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
Group II of the CWF of the
First Christian Church will
meet with Mrs. Marvin Fulton
with Mrs. A. Carman as
cohostess at two p.m. Mrs.
Frank Roberts will have the
program and Mrs. Clyde Jones
the worship.
The Baptist Women of the
Grace Church will meet at the
church at two p.m.
The TOPS Club will meet at
the Calloway Health Center at
seven p.m.

Thursday, November 9
A board meeting of St. Leo's
Preschool will be held at the
home of Mrs. Patsy Fain, 1000
Gatesborough, at 9:30 a.m. A
baby sitter will be provided.

The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
The Town and Country
meet at the club house at 7:30 Homemakers Club will meet at
p.m. with the program by Mrs. the home of Mrs. E.C. Wallin at
W.Z. Carter and Mrs. George 7:30 p.m.
Hart. Hostesses will be
Mesdames H.L. 0 Oakley,
Contemporary
The
Ewen
Allbritten,
F.E. Homemakers Club will meet at
Crawford, Henry Warren, and the home of Mrs. Danny Cun_The Kaardeen-jones Group of —Eugene Tarry..
ningham at 1:30 p.m.
the First Baptist Church will
have a potluck supper at six
The Senior Citizens will have
Bazaar by the Creative Arts
p.m. at the home of Mrs. a chili luncheon at 11:30 a.m. at
Department of the Murray
Stanford Andrus. Mrs. Madelle.aalbe Ellis Community Building
Woman's Club will be held at
Talent will be program leader. cwith Mrs. Gladys Jarret
Littleton's from nine a m ta
making it from commodities.
five p.m.
The United Methodist Women Ladies are to bring simple _
of the Coldwater Church will salads and desserts. The center
The
Welcome
Wagon
meet at the church at seven opens at ten a.m. for regular'
Newcomers Club will meet in
p.m.
activities.
the community room of Federal
Tuesday, November 7
The Murray Branch of AALPN
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Elizabeth
Newnam, 1324,2 Main Street.

The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the First Presbyterian Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Verne Campbell at 1:30 p.m.

Wednesday, November 8
Evening Circles of the United
Methodist Women of the First
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m. as
follows: Hannah with Mrs.
William E. Maddox, 1005 Irence
Terrace, Ruth Wilson with Mrs.
Z.C. Enix, Kingswood Drive,
and Wesleyan with Mrs. Joe
Cowin,1508 Story. Members are
to bring their World Thank
offering.

Group I of the CWF of the
First Christian Church will
The Pacers Homemakers
meet at the home of Mrs. John' Club will meet at the home of

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

.

phone 753.1,17 or 733-047

ode

CALLOWAY'COU NTIANS!!
DEE
HUDDLESTON

A Democrat in the senate will help Calloway County Democrats get Eederal grants
and subsidies for our county.
A Democrat in the senate will respond to the wants and needs of
Western Kentuckians and Calloway Count ians.
A Democrat in the senate will vote against a Federal sales tax.
Dee Huddleston is interested in our county. He has visited us four times in this
campaign-His opponent has been home only once.
-

VOTE FOR DEE HUDDLESTON
On Tuesday, November 7th
Paid for by Calloway County Democratic Committee, Violet Johnson, Treasurer

I

The University Homemakers
Club met in the borne of Mrs.
Eugene Humn for the October
meeting.
The president, Mrs. Charles
Harrington, presided over the
organizational meeting.
Officers were elected as
follows: President Mrs. Charles
Harrington; vice-president
Mrs, Eugene Schanbacher; and
secretary-treasurer, Mrs.
Norris Gorrell.
Committee chairmen are:
Clothing and textiles, Mrs. John
Mikulcik; foods and nutrition,
Mrs.
Matthai;
James
management, Mrs. Wayne'
Curry; home furnishings and
housing, Mrs. John Yates;
cultural development, Mrs.
Farouk- Umar;
issues and
concerns, Mrs. Eugene Hurn ; 4H, Mrs. Wallace Haggett.
The name chosen for the club
was Pacers and the meeting
date was set for the second
*ednesday of each month.
The lesson on - Kitchen
Organization" was given by
Mrs. Charles Harrington.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Hum n to Mesdames
Charles Harrington, Wayne
Sheeks, John Yates, Lloyd
Haggett.
Jacks, Wallace
Farouk
Umar, Eugene
Schanbacker, John -Mikulcik.
James Matthai, E. B. Howton,
Norris Gorrell, and Wayne
Curry.
The November 8 meeting '.'.iIl
be held at the home of Mrs.
James Matthai at nine a.m.
It
Replace electric cords
promptly when /Ivey are
damaged.

Savings and Loan Company,
-7th and Main Streets, at 7:30
p.m.

----The Murray Duplicate Bridge
Club will meet at Gleason Hall
Back-to-School night will be
at seven p.m. No reservations held for all parents and inare necessary.
terested citizens at Calloway
County High School at seven
The Arts and Crafts Club will p.m.
meet at the home of Mrs. Metes
Linn at 2:30 p.m,
Friday, November 10
The United Methodist Women
Bazaar by the Creative Arts
of the Mason's Chapel Church Department of the Murray
will meet at the church at 7:30 Woman's Club continues at
p.tn.
Littletons from nine a.m. to five
p.m.
The ladies day luncheon will
be served at noon at the
The Oaks Country Club will
Murray-Calloway County have its annual awards banquet
Country Club with Mesdames and membership meeting at the
Tommy Carroll, Allen Russell, Murray Woman's Club House. A
John Roach, William Nash, social hour starts at six p.m.
Eddie Hunt, A.L. Willis, with dinner at seven p.m. and
Maurice, Ryan, James Payne membership meeting at 8:30
and Don Overbey as hostesses. p.m.
Bridge hostesses will be Mrs.
John Irvan and Mrs. Ed West.

LESS TAXES"

,, I
By

Barbara Jewell
BE CAREFUL
WITH PESTICIDES
Pesticides are helpful to the
home gardener, but should be
handled with extreme care.
HEAD the instructions, and follow them to the letter. The
proper mixture will do the job
right, but an pverdosage might
harm flowers and other plants.
— Be especially careful not to
apply large amounts of pesticides in a drainage area where
the pesticides in ig„lit be washed
to another area, possibly eng'
r pldtltS. or -3TTI
mats_ Pesticides have been a big
help to man, but they must be
treated With the respect whir*
they deserve since pesticides
are poisons.
Anytime is the right time for
a ptft-of flowers Don't deinyplace your order with us immediately. We deliver locally.
and wire to distant cities. A
special friend, or loved one, wil1
grOtly

•

appreciate

nnwers

Sue Kline has joined us at
the Poppy Shoppe. Come in
and visit with her soon.

Ttpp
24E

Katterjohn
for Congress.
P'

Ass

808 Chestnut, Murray
753-6100

Ac,

COUPON SAVINGS

DRESSES- - to
Knits Inc.
$ 1 •29
Reg. *1.60 ea.
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners,
Coupon Good thru
Nov. 30, 1972

11BOONE'S
Al
COUPON SAVINGS

SLACKS 81
TROUSERS ea.494

••••

Cup!.
R011111111111004

901.COIE PAGE
emote taw ,- G1.

Mrs. James Matthai at nine

Homemakers Club Is
Organized At Home
Mrs. Eugene Humn

For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,
and $I to Abby, Box WM, Los Angeles, Cal. MM.

Will Help Us
In Washington
4.4e°01.-
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Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you, bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Nov. 30, 1972

Quality
durable press clothes
look even better with
our Sanitone drycleaning.
Colors come back brighter
than ever. Fabrics are softer
with more body. That's what
Sanitortedrycleaning does for
them—that washing can't. Try
us and see.

BOONE'S
COUPON SAVINGS

DRAPERIES
20% Off Priced
Reg.
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Nov. 30, 1972

Sandone
Crrtrfird WasIrr 7)n/droner

BOONE
'
S
Laundry & Cleaners
"The Cleaners Interested In You"

BOONE'S
COUPON SAVINGS

AL-

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED
4 for 99;
Bring any number. You must present this
-coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners,
Coupon Good thru
Nov. 30, 1972-

BOON E'S
Available At All Boone's 6
Convenient Locations

13th & Main
6th & Poplar
5 Points

North 12th
Story Aye.
603 Main
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'Bama, Louisiana To Collide In
Southeastern Battle Saturday
By ED SHEARER
Associated Press Sports Writer
Second-ranked Alabama and
No. 6 Louisiana State, each
having recorded incredible
comeback victories to maintain
winning streaks, collide in Birmingham Saturday in the
Southeastern Conference's No.
1 attraction in 1972.
Alabama, the defending conference champion, has rolled
past 19 straight regular season
foes and could clinch the SEC
title with a victory.
ISU, which trimmed arch-rival Missippi 17-16 on a
touchdown and extra point
after the final horn had
sounded Saturday night, owns
the nation's longest winning
string at 11 games and would
become the odds-on choice to
grab the league crown with a
victory.
The game, set for a 3:05 p.m.
CST kickoff, will be televised
nationally I ABC), an attraction
matching Alabama's relentless
wishbone against the passing
magic of 1M's Bert Jones.
And, undoubtedly, a major
bowl bid will await the winner,
possibly Mjamf's Orange Bowl
where ISU lost to Nebraska
two years ago and Alabama to
the C'ornhuskers last New
Year's night.
The battle of the- undefeated
titans
overshadows
the
Georgia-Florida clash in
Jacksonville. The only other
SEC action this week has
Vanderbilt at Kentucky, while
Auburn,
Mississippi,
Mississippi State and Tennessee
take the week off.
The independent slate has
Tulsa at Florida State, Boston
College at Georgia Tech, Miami
at Tampa. Chattanooga at
Southern Missippi and Ohio University at Tulane.
. [SU won its seventh of the
year in the heart-stopping
triumph over Ole Miss while
Alabama coasted to its eighth
victory this year, 58-14 over
Mississippi State.
However, two weeks earlier,
Alabama offset an amazing
Tennessee performance by
scoring two touchdowns in the
final two minutes for a 17-10
victory.
--- JusLas_Tennessee had done,
Ole Miss dominated the game
at Baton Rouge, especially in
the second half when Norris
Weese conducted a splended
ball-control offense that helped
the Rebels take a 16-10 lead going into the final quarter.
I—SU threatened once without
scoring but got the ball at its 20
with only 3:02 remaining. Jones
then went to work, hitting on
six of seven passes for 67 yards
in the drive which ended on his
10-yard scoring Strike to Brad
Davis on the final play. Then
sophomore Rusty Jackson
booted the winning point.
''That last play," said Tiger
Coach Charles McClendon, •Tequired great protection, an excellent throw, a superb catch
and don't forget Jackson's extra point under all that pressure. That Jones is a winner.
He doesn't know what it is to
quit." .
.- Coach Paul "Bear" Bryant of
labama predicted the ISC-Ole
BS outcome.-- - —• -

Vote To End
Old Party Control
of Kentucky!
WILLIAM E.
BARTLEY
for Senator
People's Party
(Paid for by the William
E Bartley Campaign Fund)

Preparing to introduce comedian Bob Hope at a performance in Tuscaloose, Bryant was
torn between that chore and listening to a radio broadcast of
the 1SU game. When Ole Miss
missed a field goal with about
eight minutes remaining,
Bryant arose to introduce
Hope, told the audience of the
situation in Baton Rouge and
said, "I think ISU will win 1716."
In other action Saturday Auburn trimmed Florida 26-20,
Tennessee beat Georgia 14-0,
Tulane stopped Kentucky 18-7,
Duke beat Georgia Tech 20-14,
Houston beat Florida State 3127, Tampa popped Florida A&M
26-9, Miami beat Nevada-Las

Vegas 51-7 and Virginia Tech
downed Southern Mississippi 2714.
Alabama cashed in two
blocked punts for touchdowns
and coasted to victory over
Mississippi State as some 70
players saw action for the Tide.
Condredge Holloway fired
two second period touchdown
passes to account for the scoring in Tennessee's 14-0 victory
over Georgia and
Ricky
Townsend kicked the extra
points, extending to 84 in a row
Tennessee's string of successful
conversions.
Terry Henley scored twice
for Auburn and the Plainsmen
overcame a closing flurry to
trim the Gators.

Gabriel Completes 8 Of 11 To
Lead Rams To Atlanta Victory
By BRUCE LOWITT
Associated Press Sports Writer
"From last Sunday night until I reported to practice on
Tuesday was a whole week of
soul-searching and thinking for
me," Los Angeles quarterback
Roman Gabriel said. "Then,
after the reasoning sessions
with myself, I came to the conclusion I had to use my head."
Gabriel, who had experienced
one of his worst days as a National Football League quarterback a week ago by throwing
four intercepted passes in a 4517 loss to Oakland, used his
head along with his sore arm
Sunday against Atlanta in their
National Conference West

showdown.
vaulted over Oakland and into
It paid off handsomely. Ga- a one-game lead by taming the
briel threw only 11 passes and Raiders 27-14,
completed eight of them for 93
In Sunday's other games, unyards. And he used his head by defeated Miami made it eight
sticking to a relentless ground in a row this year with a 30-16
game spearheaded by Willie El- whipping of Buffalo, Washinglison and Jim Bertelsen, who ton belted the New York Jets
combined for 215 yards and a 35-17, Dallas held off San Diego
touchdown apiece to carry the 34-28, the New York Giants deRams to a 20-7 victory that wi- feated Denver 29-17, Green Bay
dened their divisional lead over beat San Francisco 34-24, Minthe Falcons to Pa games.
nesota mauled New Orleans 376, Detroit shut out Chicago 14-0,
There were two American Cleveland
humbled Houston 20Conference showdowns, too.
0 and Philadelphia and St.
In the Central Division, Pitts- Louis struggled
to, a 6-6 tie.
burgh broke out of a first-place
On Monday night's nationally
by
Cincinnati
deadlock with
televised game, the Baltimore
clobbering the Bengals 40-17 Colts
play the Patriots in New
and, in the West, Kansas City
England.

East Tennessee Wins
Cross Country Title Louisville Suffers First Loss
As Tulsa Takes Its Second Win

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
National cross county pow,er
East Tennessee placed five men
Ink seven Saturday at
Johnson City --T-erwiessee tia win
the Ohio Valley Cross Country
Championship.
Neil Cusack turned in a 28:49
for a new course record arid
first place as teammate Eddie
Leddy of East Tennessee was
second. East Tennessee, with
six of its seven men from
Ireland, collected 20 points in
the eight team meet.
Murray State University,
placing four men in the top 15,
finished second by collecting
76 points while Western Kentucky and Eastern Kentucky
tied for third with 78 points
apiece. Other team scores were
Morehead 129, Austin Peay, 148,
Middle Tennessee 166 and
Tennessee Tech 212.
Western Kentucky's Nick
Rose, who has never beaten
Cusack or Leddy, finished third
in a fine 29:35. There was a 30
second gap between third and
fourth as East Tennessee's P.J.
Leddy crossed in fourth place
with a 30130. Sam Torres of the
Racers was fifth with a 30:38
and :hen the next two places
went to the Irish Brigade.
gasiern Kentuckr4grabbed

eighth and ninth places while
Western's Russ Munro rounded
out the top 10.
Murray had Greg Fullarton in
11th, Rod Harvey in 14th,
Sturt in 15th and John
Balbach in 31st tOaccount for its
team total of 76. Other finishers
for the Racers were Randy
Norris
37th and Stan
Thompson in 40th place.
The second place finis'n for
Murray is good for 14 points
toward the All Sports Trophy in
the OVC.
Next Saturday Murray will be
at Knoxville far the NCAA
Regional
Cross
Country
Championship. The top six
teams and the top 12 individuals
will qualify for the nationals in
Houston on the following
Saturday.
I. Neil Cusack ETSU
28:49
2, Eddie Leddy ETSU 29:16
3. Nick Rose
WKU
29:35
4. P.J. Caddy
ETSU
30:30
5. Sam Torres
MSU
30:38
6. Kevin Breen ETSU 30:38
7. Frank Grealy ETSU 30:45
8. Tom Findley
EKU
30:58
9. Dan Maloney EKU 31:06
10. Russ Munro WKU 31.16
11. Greg Fullarton MSU 31:33
12. Ray McBride ETSU 31:41
13. Bob Moreno WKU 31:46
14. Rod Harvey
MSU
31:52,
15. Dennis Start - - MSU--- 3156 -

Tech Continues On Road
To Title; Down Eastern
By JOE EDW ARDS
associated Press Writer
Tennessee Tech continues to
tiptoe toward the Ohio Valley
Conference football crown while
Middle Tennessee and Western
Kentucky shove each other
around for the second spot.
Tech crept even closer Saturday to the OVC title by winning
its fifth straight conference
tussle against no losses with a
14-0 drubbing of Eastern Kentucky.
Middle Tennessee kept its
slim title hopes alive by clipping Western Kentucky 21-17
and is in better shape than the
Hilltoppers at making a run for
the championship. The Blue
Raiders are 3-1-1 and still must
play Tech Nov. 18 in tookevile: Western is 4-2.
Tech can clinch the title next
Saturday by beating improving
Austin Peay in Clarksville.
In other conference results
Saturday, Morehead dumped
East Tennessee 14-7 behind the
passing and running of Dave
Schaetzke while Austin Peay
startled Murray 33-20.
In Bowling Green Saturday,
Middle Tennessee overcame a
17-10 halftime deficit to beat
the Hilltoppers for the third

.traight season.
Quarterback Fred Rohrdanz
teamed with receiver Randall
Miller on scoring passes of 80
and 41 yards and Rick Steadman scored on a 4-yard run for
the Blue Raider tallies.
Middle Tennessee gained only
37 yards in the first half but
rolled up 216 after intermission.
Host Tech scored twice in the
first quarter and held Eastern
Kentucky to 98 yards total offense as the Colonels fell to 2-4
in the conference. Eastern Kentucky had only 19 yards rushing
and 79 passing.
Tech defensive back John
Fitzpatrick intercepted two
passes, boosting his conferenceleading total to 10. One of ,the
thefts was in the end zone to
halt an Eastern drive.
In Johnson City, Schaetzke
passed for 153 yards, including
two Ms, and ran for 133 yards
as Morehead bettered its worksheet to 3-2-1 and dropped
East Tennessee to 1-4.
Quarterback Rick Christophel
sparked Austin Peay to its first
conference victory this year
after four losses. He hurled two
touchdown passes and cornpleted six of 14 passes for
108yarcLs

TUESDAY SPECIAL
Tomorrow, is the day! Come on in,
filler up at the ASTRO and we will wash your
car Shiny Bright . . . and the Wash is on us!
That's right . . .

FREE!

* STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS *
* CHEVRON GAS *

Astro Car Wash
1002 Chestnut Street
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Free Self-Service Vacuum, Tool!

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The University of Louisville—
undefeated in six attempts—
suffered its first loss Saturday
to a Tulsa team that capitalized
on Louisville mistakes to claim
a 28-26 upset victory.
"We came here with the idea
that we could win and the idea
that we had finally put something together," said Tulsa defensive back Drane Scrivener,
a senior from Louisville Male
High.
They had.
Tulsa, winning for the first
time under athletic director
F.A. Dry, who took over as
coach eight days before, had
won only one of seven previous
starts.
"...it's been so long since
we lost that I just can't believe
it," said U of L Coach Lee Corso. "It really seems like a
terrible dream. I never taught
it could happen."
The loss substantially increases Drake's chances of
winning the Missouri Valley
Conference championship, since
Drake is undefeated in MVC
play. The two teams meet in
the final game of the season.
In other Kentucky college
football action, Kentucky was •
downed by Tulane 18-7 at New
Orleans; Middle Tennessee
State defeated Western Kentucky 21-17 in an Ohio Valley
Conference game; Morehead
claimed a 14-7 OVC victory
over
East
Tennessee;
Tennessee Tech reamins undefeated in OVC play with a 140 victory over Eastern Kentucky, and Austin Peay upset
Murray State 33-20 in OVC
play.
AT Georgetown, Franklin
Ind. 1 blanked Georgetown 16-0,
while Kentucky State, playing
in wasfungta
n I) C, downed
Federal City 26-8.
Louisville, whose tiny runningback Howard Stevens became the first college back to
exceed 5,000 yards rushing during Saturday's game,closed the
gap on Tulsa but was unable to
go ahead.
Tulsa gained the winning
tallies ,on a 40-yard lob from
fullback Steve Bowling to Drew
Pearson following a fumble by
Louisville linebacker Tom
Jackson, who was returning a
pass interception. Earlier,
Tulsa linebacker Al Humphrey
had scored from the one-yardline after stealing the ball from
Stevens.
Dry said later that the team's
new disciplinary system—ineluding required haircuts that
caused two starters to quit the
team—and spotting a U of L
weakhess In snapping the ball
to the punter accounted for the
win. The first Tulsa touchdown
was set up by a blocked punt
At New Orleans, Kentucky's
record plunged to 2-5 as Tulane
broke its own three-game losing
streak to claim the homecoming victory. Steve Foley's
slingshot passing boosted the
home team to a come-from-behind win in the fourth quarter.
Defending ()VC champion
Western Kentucky slipped to 42-0 in the conference and 5-3-0
overall with the loss to Middle
Tennessee. The Tennessee visitors came from a 17-0 halftime
deficit-- aftet crossing midfield •
only once in the first half—to
claim the victory.
Middle Tennessee took advantage of a faulty snap on an attempted Western punt in the
third quarter to break the scoring ice.
Morehead is now 3-2-1 in the
OVC after the victory over

Steelers Rookie Franco Harris led a 230-yard Pittsburgh
ground assault with 101 yards
of his own, including a two
yard touchdown spurt, while
Terry Bradshaw completed half
of his 20 passes for 190 yards.
Len Dawson also threw for
three touchdowns for Kansas
City while the Chiefs limited
Oakland's running game to 73
yards, prompting Chiefs Coach
Hank Stram to call it "the best
game of the year. Dawson
played a great game. We were
fired up. This was a most significant win."
Coach Don Shula of the Dolphins insisted he's not considering the possiblity of an unbeaten season. "I'm thinking
only about New England," he
said of Miami's next foe.

Against the Bills this time,
Mercury Morris scampered for
106 yards and a pair of
touchdowns, Earl Morrall hit
of nine and eight yards to Mary Fleming with a sevenspark the victory. Murray's yard scoring pass and Garo
Don (layton scored two of Mur- Yepremian booted three field
ray's three TDs, both on 4-yard goals.
runs, and George Greenfield
-Anoirtif -tfee:louchdown
ran three yards for the third quarterback was Washington's
tally.
Billy Kilmer who connected on
Franklin -quarterback Joe scoring passes of 45 yards to
Bath connected with Dan Wag- Roy Jefferson, 70 yards to
ner for two touchdowns to lead Charley Taylor and 89 yards to
the Indiana college past Larry Brown as the Redskins
Georgetown. A 25-yard field retained their one-game lead
goal by Scott Guyer added to over Dallas in the NFC East.
the
tally.
Georgetown
But the defense played an
threatened twice—with in- equally promiment role, chascursions inside the Franklin ing the Jets' Joe Narnath all
10—but failed to tally. George- over the field, sacking him
town is 1-6. Franklin is 7-1.
three times and intercepting
At Washington, D.C., Ken- three of his passes. "The probtucky State's senior quarter- lem," Namath sighed,"was the
back Michael Jackson, return- guys on the other side of the
ing to his own hometown, ran line. They've got a great repufor two touchdowns and threw tation—and they deserve it."
for another to guide Kentucky
The Cowboys boomed out to a
State past Federal City. Anoth- 31-0 lead against the Chargers,
er Washington native, middle then had to withstand a furious
linebacker Wiley Epps, inter- second-half rally in which John
cepted a pass while leading' a Hadl fired four touchdown
Kentucky State defense that passes. "They did a pretty good
held Federal City to minus job of playing catch-up,"
Dallas
three yards rushing in the first Coach
Tom
Landry
unhalf. Kentucky State is now 4-4. derstated.

East Tennessee in which quarterback Dave Schaetzke tossed
for 153 yards, including two
touchcloi4s-, - and ran Mr'
yards.
Schaetzke completed 11 of 19
hurls, and gained the 133
ground yards in 21 carries.
a East Tennessee, now 1-4 in
the OVC played without conference offense leader, quarterback Alan Chadwick. Chadwick
was out with a knee injury.
_
Tennessee Tech held Eastern
Kentucky to 98 yards offense en
route to maintaining its undefeated record in OVC play.
Tech, now 8-1 overall, held
Eastern to 19 yards on the
ground and 79 aerial yards and
thwarted two Colonels' scoring
threats. Eastern is now 2-4 in
the OVC and 4-5 overall.
Austin Peay quarterback
Rick Christophel threw two
touchdown passes to lead the
Tennessee team to the upset
over Murray. Christophel, who
missed the first five games of
the season with a shoulder injury, connected on TD passes

The Giants, staying within a
game of the Cowboys, staged
long-distance scoring marches
of 92, 80 and 65 yards and linebacker Jim Files raced 37
yards for a touchdown with an
interception to break the
Broncos.
John Brockington rumbled
133 yards and scored three
touchdowns to counter Gene
Washington's
two
scoring
passes thrown by Steve Spurrier—but it was Ken Ellis' 28yard interception return for a
touchdown in the closing minute that insured the Packers of
their victory over the 49ers.
The Saints' Archie Manning
passed for 155 yards and ran
for 73 more but, as he put it:
"We moved the ball a lot but
couldn't get it into the end
zone." But the Vikings got it
there, twice on Fran Tarkenton
touchdown passes.
The Lions limited Chicago's
total offense to 146 yards while
Steve Owens arid Greg Landry
each scared from one yard out
to beat the Bears and remain
tied with Green Bay for the
NFC Central lead.
The Browns got a pair of Don
Cockroft field goals in the first
three quarters, then got two
scoring runs from Leroy Kelly
in the last quarter to subdue
the Oilets.
And the Cardinals' Jim Bakken and Eagles' Tom Dempsey
each booted a pair of field
goals, then missed potential
game-winners in the closing
minutes of their deadlock.

"LESS TAXES"
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Katterjohn
for Congress.

FREE!!
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Kirksey Moves Into First With 'Pulley-Bone'
85-54 Thumping Of Lynn Grove

Offense Beats
Racers 33-20

76ers Lose 13th Straight To
Milwaukee Bucks; Near Record

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS est collapse, scoring 21 points with 4:46 to play when West
—points
respectively.
The Philadelphia 76ers are and hauling in 15 rebounds. and Chamberlain took over.
scoring splurge gave-Zia
—CILynn
Grove,
now
6-1
overall
literally
zeroing in on a Nation- Gregor entered the game in the Chamberlain stuffed three shots
Jimmy Nix and his Kirksey
al Basketball Association opening quarter and helped the to run the Laker lead to 97-85
Eagles a big lead to work with and 4-1 in the conference, was
Bucks wipe out an early 12- and they never lost it.
paced by the 20 production of
record.
throughout their game.
Neal Walk hit two free
Philadelphia lead.
point
in
Gene
Lockhart.
Chavis
tossed
131-113
night's
Sunday
After
Tommy Futrell, continuing to
Sun- throws with only two seconds
lead the county scoring race, 12 while Stone added 11.
foss to the Milwaukee Bucks, In the other NBA games
In the preliminary game,
the hapless and helpless 76ers day night, the Los Angeles La- left to help Phoenix nip Clevepumped in 44 points to take
Lynn
Grove
nipped
Kirksey
46are two games away from kers trimmed the Seattle Su- land. The lead changed hands
game honors. Lovett and Beach
The new "pulley-bone" of- conference for Evansville. The tying the NBA record for most perSonics 124-115 and the Phoe- six times in the final minutes of
also scored in double figures for 42. Chavis led the winners with
fense of the Austin Peay 'Breds will then wind up the '72 losses at the start of a season. nix Suns nipped Cleveland 107- the fourth quarter before Walk
Kirskey by hitting for 14 and 11 13 while Orr had 11 and Tucker
cashed in the game-winning
10. Alexander paced Kirskey Governors "pulled" them to a schedule at home against
Their latest escapade was 106.
33-20 upset victory over visiting Western.
Only two games were played shots.
with 14 while McCallon had 12.
their 13th loss without a victory
Stew Johnson got 15 of his 30
Lynn Grove 10 13 14 17-54 Murray State Saturday, as the MURRAY STATE
this year and put them in a in the American Basketball As0 0 14 6-00
14 6 13 0-- 33
Kirksey
26 15 20 24-85 Govs took only their first OVC AUSTIN PISAY
choice position to catch the sociation as the San Diego Con- points in the third quarter as
APSU—Lealiii Wright 30 run; Steve
Lynn Grove (S4—Lockhart 20, win in five starts.
negative record of 15 shared by quistadors ran away from the San Diego exploded for 40
Shia kick.
APSC—Kevin Temple 75 Punt reVirginia Squires 132-121 and the points in that period and rode
Murray State was the ad- turn;
Chavis 12, Stone 11, Martin 8,
Denver and Cleveland.
Shia kick.
mitted favorite going into the
APS12—Paul Nadeau 9 pass from
of Denver Rockets routed the New to victory over Virginia. Julius
the
start
15
at
Denver
lost
Gardner 1 and Tucker 2.
Rick Christophel, kick failed.
Erving scored a game-high 42
APS11---/Iike Akers 0 pass from
Kirksey (85)—Futrell 44, battle, expected to be a duel of
the season when it had an NBA York Nets 137-107.
Christophel; Shia kick.
Jerry West and Wilt Cham- points for the Squires.
franchise in 1949 and the
Lovett 14, Rogers 6, Russell 4, defenses, but the Goys turned it
NISU—Don Clayton 4 run; Dennis
kick.
Denver squandered most of
around into an offensive con- Meyers
Cavaliers dropped that many in berlain combined for 59 points
Beach 11, and Alexander 6.
MSC—George Greenfield S run;
to lead Los Angeles over an 18-point lead in less than
Meyers kick.
1970, their first year.
Almo, playing without the test.
APSU—Akera 17 pass from Glen
Austin Peay used a solid Harkrader, PAL failed.
The longest losing streak is Seattle. West hit on 14 of 23 three minutes in the second
services of ace Mike Wells who
MSC—Clayton 4 run, kick failed.
ground
game
to
post
14
points
in
STATISTICS
by the San Fran- shots and finished with a game- half, then ripped off an 18-3
17—shared
is out for the season with a
APSU 91S1.1
cisco team of 1964 and the old high 35 poins while Chamber- spurt in the fourth period to
16
10
broken arm, withstood a last the first quarter and another six First Downs
139
221
yards rushing
lain raced up 16 of his 24 points break the game open. Ralph
San Diego franchise of 1968.
minute challenge from Faxon to in the second to carry a 20-0 lead Net
125
160
Net Yards passing
290
346
Total offense
into
the
dressing
room
at
the
take a two point win.
Milwaukee reserve forward in the second half, when the Simpson had 30 points for the
35
Number Attempts Rushing NI
winners while Bill Melchionni
7-161 11-35.2
Passing
Gary
Faxon; who enjoyed an 11 half.
Gregor was mostly re- Lakers pulled away.
12-34.1 1147.1
Punting
Los Angeles led by only 78-77 paced the Nets with 24.
A fourth score early in the Fumbles lost
0
3
sponsible
for
point
spread
at
halftime,
Philadelphia's
lati EDITOR'S NOTE: This 24 minutes.
third period gave the hosts a 27article on Murray High School's and like a bunch of uncivilized missed an opportunity to tie the 0 margin before
the Racers
Marshall
Kirk
game
when
emptied
benches
animals,
both
41-7 loss to Ft. Campbell is
failed to hit on a bonus situation could get moving.
being reprinted from Satur- to join the fight.
The 'Breads converted a pair
buzzer. Kirk
Deservingly, Murray was after the
day's edition because a portion
of
Peay mistakes into back-toseemingly
had
tied
the
score
penalty
yard
of the story was inadvertendly assessed with a 15
McKay was lifted in favor of maneuver and headed downNEW ORLEANS ( AP) — score by Ewing, however, and
back touchdowns in the third
omitted in Saturday's edition. 14 for unsportsman like conduct, when the horn sounded with a quarter, but
early in the fourth period sophomore Ernie Lewis after field.
Kentucky's
Wildcats
moved
out
the
Governors
is hoped that the article will now but not before alert officials and basket from underneath 151irthe
"Ray read the defense cormoved ahead when Steve the second interception.
foul was committed before Kirk scored again in the wild third to a 7-0 lead, but lost it in the
reflect a clearer picture of the coaches risked bodily iniury to
Treuting charged over from the
"I felt I had to put Lewis in rectly and Dinky didn't," Sefcik
fact
of
Mterceptions
and
Tulane
—
quarter
to
lead
take
a
33-1:1
to
got the shot off.
--break Up the fight._ _
game:)
after the second iaterception, said.
quarterback Steve Fotey's pass— one yard line.
Jimmy Stul2b1efield, who the fourth stanza.
After peace was restored, an
McKay said Barga was supThe
second
inteireePikik
of
a
"atattrlipart
that disappointed
ing
as
the
-WilBy MIKE BRANDON
Saturday night
The Thoroughbreads added
eight yard gain and a three yard socred nine points in the final
McKay pass set up the third in the way he. played," said posed to roll after an arm fake.
fourth
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
dcats
recorded
their
one
final
touchdown
in
the
gain carried the Falcons to their period, paced Almo with 17
"On the second interception,"
and final Tulane tally. The Coach John Ray.
straight loss.
Christmas came early for the
own 43 before time ran out in the while Ricky Miller tossed in 15 closing minutes of the contest,
he
added, "I forced it because
Oreenies'
safety
Charles
Moss
UK
receiver
coach
George
wore
seemed like they
Fort Campbell Falcons last
but the game, had already been
and Phillip Peeler 11.
third quarter.
snagged .the ball on the UK 25 Sefcik, explaining the first- it was third down and we had
night at Holland Stadium.
down
a
bit
on
defense
after
we
decided.
Kirk ^paced Faxon with 14
Dale McCuiston,continuing to
to have it. I should have run."
Unfortunately, the Murray High
The "pulley-bone" resembled got that first interception," Fo- with 10 minutes left to play, McKay interception, said tight
play fine ball, netted 45 yards in while Morris and Blankenship
Foley, whose passing kept the
and
Foley
knifed
across
the
end
Ray
Barga
noted
that
the
Tigers played the role of Santa
the wishbone-T formation,' ley said later.
the half while George Landolt each scored 11.
goal from the- one to cap the defense was using a rotation Kentucky defense loose, comClaus.
Both
interceptions
of
tosses
except
the
Peay
line
was
spread
Almo
took the preliminary
gained 40.
zone and promptly did a roll pleted 12 passes in 17 attempts
The gifts for Fort Campbell
a great deal more than usual. by Dinky'McKay led to Tulane scoring.
A fired up Murray defense game by a 42-30 sore. Walker
for 187 yards and no interwere fumbles and interceptiorS
Governor guards were posted scores—a the New Orleans
refused to give ground in the paced the winners with 16 while
ceptions.
claimed
an
18-7
victory
by Murray which led to an
team
where
tackles
generally
are
third period as the Falcons were Green led Faxon with eight.
Freshman Alfred Collins led
and
broke
its
own
three-game
overwhelming 41-7 win over the
11 17, 2 14-44 located, and tackles were split
stopped on their first drive. On a Faxon
Kentucky on the ground with 56
Tigers. The loss wraps up the
to slots outside the ordinary losing streak.
Almo
10
7
13
16-46
third and one play and on the
yards in 14 attempts. For
The first interception was
season for Murray as the Tigers
alignment of ends.
following fourth and one play, Faxon (44)—Kirk 14, Morris 11,
Tulane, Eddie Price Jr., son of
cornerback
grabbed.
by
Tulane
finish with a 3-7 slate.
Chuck Cantrell, who had
the Tiger line turned into the Blankenship 11, Walker 4,
a former Tulane football great,
George Ewing, who promptly
Although it might sound a bit
Miller and 4 and Duncan.
kicks of 56, 46, 55, 63, and 49 in
Great Wall of China.
gained 45 yards in seven
scotted
26
yards
into
the
end
absurd, the Tiger defense did an
Almo (46)—Stubblefield 17, his effort was clearly the
After taking over on downs,
By THE ASSOCIATED PRF-SS tonight."
charges.
zone
for
a
score.
However,
a
outstanding job. The offensive
the Tigers could move only Miller 15, Hailey 3, Peeler 11, standout performer for Murray. bad snap on the placement atThe National Hockey League
Billy fteay's Chicago Black
line was blocking better than it
and
Dillion.
The Racers managed only 35
own 38
season already is one month Hawks weren't "right" either.
had all season. But the costly three yards to their
New Concord, leading by only rushing plays, compared to 59 tempt left Kentucky leading 7-6. old, but a couple of
before being forced to punt. But
teams still They had to come from behind
to
the
Kentucky
moved
out
mistakes by the backfield
Shimwell charged through the three points at the end of the by the Goys, but threw 35 lead when they marched 58 are working the summer kinks three times to gain a 3-3 tie
overshadowed the brilliant
third
period,
used
a
strong
passes, against 16 for the hosts.
line to block the punt and then
with the California Golden
yards in nine plays after the out of their backs.
performance of the line.
fourth stanza to take a 12 point
The Racers now 3-5 overall
Take the Boston Bruins, for Seals, the doormat of the NHL
The Firearm Safety Class
Murray was playing excellent proceeded to carry the ball 28 win over Hazel.
half. McKay passes of 17 yards
and 2-4 in the OVC, return home
football through the first six yards to Paydirt. The extra
sponsored by the Murray State
to Ray Barga and 12 to Jack example. The 1971 Stanley Cup West.
Ted
McCuiston,
grabbed
18,
"We always seem to be University ROTC Department'
minutes of the opening period. point kick was wide to the left rebounds and tossed in 28 next Saturday against non- Alvarez and a 10-yard run by champs had won only five of 12
games before boarding a plane trying to fight from behind," and the Park and Recreation
The Tigers used a fine running and with 6:51 left on the third points, for the
Knutson
set
up
the
final
Gary
winning Redto Vancouver for a Sunday moaned Reay after watching Department will begin Saturgame to move into scoring quarter scoreboard, Fort birds. Ronnie Gibson
six-yard scoring sweep by Doug
hit double Participants Needed
Campbell
held
a
commanding
afternoon match against the his charges lose a chance to day November 11.
position. But with a fourth and
Kotar
for
the
score.
figures with a 15 point pergain two points on first-place
16 at the Falcon 22, Landolt 27-0 lead.
Registration for the class will
Tulane came back wig the Canucks.
In Women's Exercise
Disaster,struck again with formance.
Los Angeles, which was idle, begin Saturday morning at 9
picked up eight yards and then
Coach
Torn
unKevin
Johnson,
Barrett,
Continuing
his
and second-place Philadelphia, a.m. in Room 310-B, Wilson
fumbled the ball after being 5:27 left in the period when hot hand from
derstandably, was up**. so he -which lost to
outside, fired in
women's exercise
The
Yuhas picked off 'a pass and
the New York, Hail,The arm will be limited to
jolted.
used that plane ride to think of
while classes, conducted by the
streaked 33 yards for the six 16 points for Hazel
Rangers 3-2.
On the first offensive play of
the first 50 persons who sign up.
a
way
to
shake
Chrisman
his
team
chipped
up.
in
with
12.
Murray Recreation DepartIn other games Sunday night,
the game for the Falcons, pointer. This time the PAT split
Members must be between
Finally, an idea struck. "We
A 21 point scoring binge by ment,are being held on Monday
the
uprights
and
Fort
Campbell
St. Louis and Buffalo battled to the ages of 6 and 16, and class
following the fumble recovery,
went
Steve
right
from
the
plane
to
McCuiston
lifted
the
evenings
at
7
Thursday
and
a 1-1 tie thanks to spectacular members must provide their
halfback Jimmy Thomas had a 34 point spread.
the rink," said Johnson, "and
Unable to move on the ground Redbirds to a 44-29 win in the p.m. in the Middle School Gym.
goaltending by the Blues' Jac- own firearm and ammunition,
scampered 19 yards around left
we worked out. Hard. l'hat's
preliminary tilt. Timmy Kirks
ques Caron and the Sabres' No Firearm will be allowed on
end for the first touchdown of or in the air, the Tigers gave the chipped
Additional participants are
what we needed."
in with 14. Terry Gibson
Dave Dryden and Pittsburgh the range which exceeds .22
the game. The PAT by Thomas ball up once again. But Murray
needed to order to continue this
paced Hazel by canning 10.
ANTONIO,
Tex.
(AP)
—
SAN
soon
got
the
ball
back
when
The impromptu practice did tied Detroit 1-1.
was good and with 2:19'
program,
a
park
spokesman
caliber. In order to participate
New Concord
19 712 18—,56
have
Saturday night in the NHL. in range firing, members must
the trick, all right, as the
said. Persons wishing to "I just thank God I didn't
remaining in the opening period Landolt picked off a pass 26 Hazel
12
6
14
12-44
make
any
of
those
little
ol'
yards down to the Falcon 18.
Bruins got early goals from the Detroit Red Wings sur- attend the classroom inthe Tigers were down 7-0.
register for this class may do so to
McCuiston, on a sweep, Concord 156)—T. McCuiston 28, by meeting at the regular three-and four-foot putts to
Johnny Bucyk, Ken Hodge, and prised the Montreal Canadiens" struction.
Early in the second period-,
Gibson 15, Duke 3, Zacharetti 7,
save par," Mike Hill said.
Carol Vadnais and went on to a 4-2, handing the Canadiens
after moving down to the carried 13 yards down to the S.
scheduled class tonight. or
Students are requested not to
McCuiston 2 and Stubblefield
He didn't. At least until the
Falcon
five.
After
two
untheir first loss in the 14 games bring their firearms to the first
4-2 triumph over the Canucks.
Murray 33, the Falcons punted
Thursday.
1.
last hole and it didn't matter
Maybe Coach Boom Boom since the season started; class meeting. Instructions will
to the Tigers. Murray took the successful attempts on the
Hazel (44)—Barrett 16,
then as the 33-year-old Hill
Geoffrion should take a page Toronto outscored St. Louis 4-2, be given as to when and where
ball on the four and on the first ground, the Tigers finally Chrisman 12, Lattimer 4,
methodically carved out a from Johnson's book. Geoff- Pittsburgh topped the Rangers
play from scrimmage the scored when McCuiston hit Cooper 6, Scott 4, and Bailey 2.
firearms are to brought at the
front-running 69 in the final
Mike
Cathey
in
the
end
zone
non's Atlanta Flames managed 6-4, Los Angeles pummeled the first class meeting.
Tigers fumbled in the end zone.
games
will
Tuesday
night's
back
the
round
Sunday,
turned
a 2-2 tie with the Toronto Maple New York Islanders 9-2, PhilaFort Campbell right guard Art with a five yard scoring pass. find New Concord at Almo,
Additional
information
challenge of Lee Trevino and
Leafs Sunday night, but the delphia's Flyers stopped Buf- regarding the class may be
Shemwell fell on the ball and the Hughes' extra point kick was Lynn Lynn Grove at Faxon and
won the revived Texas Open
Boomer commented after the falo 5-3, and Minnesota took the obtained by contacting the Park
Falcons, after a successful PAT good and with 0:40 left in the Kirksey at Hazel.
Golf Tournament.
third period, Murray had seven
game,"My guys weren't right Black Hawks 5-3.
had a 14-0 advantage.
Office at 753-7640.
"Well," shrugged Trevino, "I
Less than two minutes later, points on the board compared to
a
put
me
down
with
tried.
He
the
Falcons'
34,
CritiNEW YORK API —
left guard Bruce Yuhas grabbed
On the following kickoff, the
cized by its own athletes at the string of three straight birdies
. a Tiger fumble and carried the
Munich Games and staggered on the back side that just about
ball for 42 yards into the Tiger Falcons were hit with a 15 yard
by an NCAA walkout, the U.S. did it."
end zone for the third touch- clipping penalty. But the
Hill, who led from the second
rattans
weren't
only
hit
withaOlympic
Committee today looks
down. The PAT was good and round on, didn't falter in the
brighter
penalty.
The
fists
started
to
fly,
for
new
leadership
and
the halftime score of 21-0 was on
growing pressure of Trevino's
days.
the scoreboard.
By The Associated Press
On the first play of the mai
charge, posted a 273 total on
executive
company
Telephone
Statistics for the first half quarter, quarterback Eric De
Tennis
Woodlake
Denver bows the 7,011-yard, par-72
found Fort Campbell with a 102- Leon hit right end Barry
Al3ERAVON, Wales—West Clifford Buck of
course and secured
golf
club
-92 advantage in the rushing Cunningham with a beautiful 57 Germany's Juergen Fassbender out as USOC president and a his second tour triumph in a
department. Murray completed yard scoring pass. The PAT was upset Clark Graebner of New new slate of officers is due to five-year career.
one pass for nine yards while good and the final score of 41-7 York, 6-0, 6-2, to take the men's be named with Cornell Athletic
He also picked up a check of
Featuring .
among
the Falcons failed on their one was recorded.
singles title at the Dewar Cup Director Robert Kane
$25.000. It nailed down his exthe
favorites.
pass play. Murray had a 7-6
tournament.
year's
for
next
emption
Murray had one final chance
Two weeks ago, the National
edge in first downs over the first to score late in the game. A six
PARIS—Wimbledon champ
tournaments—he said early in
Collegiate Athletic Association
Stan
Smith
of
Pasadena,
Calif.
the week the quest of that exyard gain by Dale McCuiston
Olympic
voted
to
relinquish
its
v Razor Shaping
carried the Tigers down to the took the men's singles title at Committee membership. NCAA emption was the only reason he
the
French
Indoor
Open
Chamhad come to this event—and
Falcon four. AfterAetting
spokesmen blosted the USOC as
achieved his biggest moneyabsolutely nowhere On the pionships, defeating Spain's An- being improperly operated.
winning season with almost
v Hair Styling
ground in three plays, the dres Gimeno 6-2, 6-2, 7-5.
Arthur Lentz, executive di- 967,000.
GOTEBOR9, Sweden—John
Tigers tried to pass for six
rector of the Olympic group,
Trevino, winner of four titles,
points. But Brad Barnett's Newcombe of Australia topped said the NCAA decision was
countryman
Roy
Emerson
6-0,
including the British Open,
beautiful pass skipped off the
6-3, 6-1 to score his sixth victo- "unfortunate since quiet, secret matched the day's best round
RK Products
fingers of Hughes and the
ry on the World Championship meetings" were ironing out the with a 67 and took second at
Tigers were unable to trim the
very problems about which the 275. He closed out his season
circuit.
Walter Wyatt—Owner
margin of the loss.
complained. The with a total of $214,805, second
STOCKHOI.M—Frank Froehl- NCAA
Final game statistics found
ing of Fort Lauderdale, Fla. NCAA had threatened the with- only to Jack Nicklaus who did
Murray with 162 yards on the
bested Bo Holmstrom of Swe- drawal for years.
not play.
ground and 25 in the air for a
Many United States athletes
den 7-5, 2-6, 6-2 and Tom LeonPhil Rodgers was alone in
total of 187. The Falcons had 139
Comrapped
Olympic
their
ard trimmed South African Bob
third in this event that was'
on the ground and the 57 yard
Maud 6-3, 6-4 for first round mittee during the 20th Olympic being revived" after a two-year
pass for a total net of 196.
American victories at the 663,- Games in Munich, Germany. absence from the schedule.
Murray had 13 first downs in the
Most claimed that there. were Rodgers had a 67 for 277.
500 Stockholm Grand Prix.
game while Fort Campbell
no real communications chanAuto Racing
The group at 278-included
nianaged eight.
PHOENIX, Ariz.,
—Bobby Un- nels between the OSOC brass Bobby Nichols, Chi (hi RodriIndividually,
McCuiston ser, driving a Dan Gurney 01= and the athletes.
guez, Canadian Ben Kern.
finished with 106 yards in a fine sonite Eagle at an average clip
Other items which have been Charles C,00dy and Brad Andereffort. _Landoll, Who carried
of 127 miles per hour, passed criticized are the selection of son. The wiry little Rodriguez
Only once in the filial half, had Leaders Mario Andretti and coaches and officials for United
made one major move at the
Paid Political
47 yards. Chuck Powell, a 175 brother Al Unser to win the States Olynipiarns and the
leaders but it failed when he hit
pound senior back, gained 68 Best Western 150-mile cham- administration Tithe USOC at
Southside Shopping Center
Phone 753-8772
Advertisement
one in the water on the 16th
yards for Fort Campbell.
sports events.
pionship race.
hole.
Kirksey moved into first
place in the county elementary
school basketball race Friday
night by thumping previously
undefeated Lynn Grove 85-54.
Other games in the county
found Almo slipping past Faxon
46-44 and New Concord trimming Hazel 56-44.
A 26 point first quarter

Tigers Drop
Last Game To
Campbell 41-7

Kentucky Records Fourth Straight Loss To Tulane

Bruins Triumph Over
Canucks 4-2 Sunday

Firearm Safety
Class To Be Held

Mike Hill
Wins Texas
Open Golf

With
ill-up
8
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nimum

arge
icard
x press

New Officers To
Be Named For U.S.
Olympic Committee

Sports In
Brief

ANNOUNCEMENT

The Southside Barber Shop
Is Now Operating Under New Ownership

For a Ride
to the
Polls

Call . . .
Democratic
Headquarters
753-0869
753-0892
7534102

Walter Wyatt and Chad Gray are on duty Tuesday thru
Saturday. Bill Page is on duty Saturdays only.

We invite all old and new customers to visit us.

Open from 8:00 a.m. til 5:00 p.m. Tuesday thru Saturday

Southside Barber Shop
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A Fantasy of Nostalgic Noises
By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures Writer
How do you quiet a city'
That question has bugged a
great many people and at least
one foundation was motivated
to find out by funding a city
with $300,000 for such a
project. Alas, the antinoise
group couldn't always get
people to cooperate.
But one country visitor
might have put her finger on
the problem It isn't really city
noises that are objectionable, it
is the kind of noises She is
more attuned to the honking of
a flight of geese than the honking of automobile horns, she
says And wouldn't the automobile be improved by
making goose sounds instead
of frightening blasts It is a
thought
Animals depend on sounds
for their survival, and as
people grow older they miss
the sounds that have long given them a sense of identity
with their surroundings Their
sense of security falters with
the passing of sounds they
have known. Noise frightens
them The buzz of bees, the
chirp of birds, wind, sea and

"LESS TAXES"

•
Katterjohn
for Congress.
.0.

A0

thunder are among the sounds turn on line. Trolley cars
that are identifiable. But just clanked merrily along, rocking
about everything else is com- from side to side, and even the
ing up bump. thump, crash, overhead
"L" train added its
bang, boom, an unrecogown peculiar sounds as it came
nizable din.
to grinding stops
Cities once had their own
And if one were to take a
great sounds, lots of them, one trip to the country. one would
native pointed out defensively. return with the pleasant sound
She would even like to turn of a steam engine ringing in
back the sound track, the old- one's ears, wha-who-whotimer remarked, recollecting choo-choo-choo
those sounds with nostalgia
These hundreds of sounds
She recalled the sound of weren't thought of as noises,
horse-drawn rickety wagon this woman points out They
wheels over cobblestones. the were friendly, musical sounds.
klunk of ice as it plopped out But the new sounds are irritatof the iceman's truck to the ing, repulsive, because they
sidewalk, the swoosh of coal are just noises — ear-splitting
passing down a chute to the riveting machines, nerve-shatbasement bin and the clink- tering motorcycles, droning
clink of the milkman's bottles washing machines In the subin the still of the night punc- urbs the lawn mower distuated maybe by the cries of charges deafening sounds at
cats on backyard fences
the crack of dawn in some
Factory whistles wakened area.
workers at dawn, tooted to anWhy don't they geese-up car
nounce the lunch hour and horns, she asks, and let the
quitting time And there were lawn mower reel out Brahms'
other whistles and bells, one "Lullaby"— the better to
more melodious than the oth- sleep. neighbor. The washing
er The peanut vender's machine might tinkle along
whistle tweeted on his cart with "I ain't gonna work no
while his monkey performed more," an extremely pleasant
tricks, little bells jingling on thought for the house slave
his cap. And there was the And the motorcycle might reschool bell rung by the ped- linquish its explosive put-puts
dlar on foot who called out to more rhythmic cadence
something that sounded like "I
As for street noises. a soundcash clothes
" and a cow proofing mesh of some spacebell that tinkled on the wagon age material might slipcover a
of the "rag man" who collect= whole city, • blotting out the
ed old papers and clothes. clamor, At least it wilLdo until
There was the short, sweet, somebody comes up with a
welcome whistle of the mail- better idea, she says
man.
On sunime afternoons itin--erant carousels traveling from
The first complete
in
block to block jangled away English was published Bible
in 153:i
such tunes as "Sweet Rosie by Miles Coverdale.
O'Grady as kids waited their

BUCK NIGHT
AT
BURGER
CHEF

MONDAY
s
.
27171fle
1
for $1.00

TUESDAY
5 Hamburgers
for $1.00

WEDNESDAY
4 Cheeseburgers
for $1.00

One Dollar
OFFER GOOD ONLY AT

Burger_ Chef
1304 W. Main St
Murray, Ky.

Youth leading cleanup
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
The next generation of
Americans is likely to think
more about cleaning up the
environment and keeping it
tidy than some of us clutterbugs around now.
One of the reasons for this
encouraging forecast is an environmental merit awards
program inaugurated by the
Environmental Protection
Agency headed by William D.
Ruckelshaus.
Last summer youngsters at
703 camps across the nation
earned a total of 3,481 merit
awards and 989 awards of excellence for cleanup projects.
The merit award is given to
children demonstrating interest in the environment and doing something to help clean it
PERFECT SPEC IME N —You've seen those star-like
up. The award of excellence is
snowflakes which textbooks delight in presenting as the
bestowed on young people
real form of perfection by nature. Here's a closeup in
who participate in specific
Chicago as snowflake alights on leaf. Picture was made
projects, like scouring littered
during the first snow of the season.
streams.
Typical projects in which
youngsters won awards included forestry classes for instruction in identification and
care of trees and methods of
planting to prevent erosion;
instruction in wilderness trailmarking and the rehabilitation of littered waterways and
camping areas.
"If we can continue to teach
changed: the perforated vinyl
By JEFF CUSHING
our youngsters how to-clean
from years past has given
Copley News Service
up their surroundings, the
way to a printed motif.
task of maintaining a healthy
There are a few mechanical
MARTHA'S -r and attractive environment
improvements this year as
Mass. - The Volks folks have will be easier in the next genwell. A stronger yet easier to
done- it again. They've gone
eration," Ruckelshaus points
operate clutch is used in both
and changed the Bug. But as
out. "The awards program
the Beetle and Super Beetle.
in years past, you have to look
seems to be stimulating the
Softer transmission mountpretty close to spot the differinterest of our young people in
ings keep engine noise down
ences
making our world cleaner and
in the passenger compartComparing the 1973 Beetle
keeping
it that way."
ment.
to sedan changes of years
Customers who order the
past, the styling is radical. It
+++
automatic stick shift Beetle
was a big shocker two years
will find that there is now a
ago when VW brought out the
If Internal Revenue Service
park position on the shift levSuper Beetle with its revised
Commissioner John
M.
er
front suspension, relegating
Walters is a man of his word,
Standard features of the
the 'standard Bug to the botthe harried American taxpayBeetle and Super Beetle intom of the line.
er next year may find it less
clude inertia reel combination
Well, for 1973 the standard
costly to make out his income
lap and shoulder belts, among
Beetle remains unchanged
tax return.
the best in the industry. The
except for larger tail lights
Walters thinks it's unforSuper Beetle includes full carand federalized five mph
tunate that so many taxpaypeting and a rear window debumpers. But the Super
ers must hire experts to help
fogger on its list of standard
Beetle has gone style crazy —
with their returns. So he infor Wolfsburg at least. There
features.
tends in 1973 to offer more IRS
And you can get your Super
is a curved windshield, a reguidance to the millions of
designed dashboard, new
with a sliding metal sunroof
people whose taxes keep the
seats and large tail lamps.
or as a convertible.
government going.
Such changes may be conChanges a:.e apparent in the
For instance, Walters says,
rest of the Vokswagen line as
sidered minor by U.S. autoduring the tax season IRS ofmakers, but at Volkswagen
well. The Type 4 ) known here
they rate top billing.
as the 411) has been given a
The new windshield skims
facelift and renamed the 412.
down from the roofline, blendThe popular Type 3 sedan and
ing more or less gracefully
squareback models continue
with the hood. The heavilyto offer electronic fuel injecpadded dash sports rocker
tion as standard.
switches. A restyled glove
One of the biggest improvecompartment features twoments to the VW bus and
level storage. The windshield
Campmobile is the availabilwipers are painted flat black.
ity of a three-speed automatic
The front seats in the Super
transmission for 1973. The
Beetle adjust to any of 77 posinew box should provide VW's
tions. Even the headliner is
frosting on the cake in beating
off its nearest competitors.

fices will beopen at night and
on Saturdays, each district
will have a toll-free number so
taxpayers can call and get
free advice. And every office
will have a computer terminal
What emergency"
NEW YORK (UM—Visits
to
hospital
emergency
departments have increased
312 per cent since 1954. but
the nature of the visits has
changed. Catherine O'Boyle,
assistant director for adult
emergency services at Bellevue
Hospital Center here,says most
emergency department visits
today are not classified as real
emergencies.
Reporting in the American
Journal of Nursing, official
publication of the American
Nurses' Association, Ms.
O'Boyle said more and more
persons are using hospital
emergency services for primary
health care,

tied into a data bank so taxpayers'returns from previous
years are quickly available.
"We don't think the average
American taxpayer should
have to pay to have his individual return done," Walters
says. However, the new services will not be available to
businesses, he emphasizes.
The IRS wants to simplify
tax forms and thus reduce the
need for professional tax experts. But Walters concedes
that "as long as we have complex tax laws the tax return
forms will have some complexities."
Even the professional tax
return consultants slip up
aanetimes. Walters says a
survey of 3,200 tax returns
prepared by pros showed that
more than half were made out
in a way "unacceptable" to
the IRS.
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'Unchanging' VW
making changes
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The spirit and herithge of
Kentucky reach around the world,
calling others to come and enjoy what we have
to offer in such abundance. They travel many
miles to get here . . but Kentucky's riches
are here for all of us to enjoy, too.
Now, more than ever, Kentucky families are
traveling in their own state. If you're not on
the caravan, join in and see your own Kentucky
this year!

GOVERNOR

Cain Gulf Service

Alr

6 p.m. -- To Closing
People On The Go
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Go Burger Chef

presents ...

Biggest Sale Ever!!

Q. I remember last winter
that there was a lot of
screaming over snowmobiles.
I read that some states were
even considering banning
them. Now that cold weather
is here once more I find ads in
magazines promoting snowmobiles. Am I in for the same
noisy, destructive 'kind of
"fun" again this year? —
N.H.,-Minn.
A. I'm afraid so. Although
snowmobile manufacturers
have gone to some length to
quiet thelltnachines, they are
still noisy. But worse still,
snowmobiles are dangerous.
Far too many riders are injured each winter from spills
and bumps. You will see legislation in the next few years
putting some severe restrictions on snowmobile operation, you can bank on that.

Re-elect Richard M.

Elect LouieIL

NIXON NUNN
President

US.Senator

Paid for by Calloway County Committee for Nixon-Nunn. E. Sir. Riley, Treasurer

Q. Radial tires have me in a
tizzy. I hear so many conflicting reports from all quarters
that I don't know' what to believe. Here's my problem: I
need tires but don't want to
spend a fortune. I like radials
but I don't know if I really
need them. Can I just buy two
at a time? And what about rotating? Some dealers say
don't rotate, others say I
should. Can you clear the air?
— K.H., California
A. According to Goodyear
engineers, it IS permissible to
mount only two radials, as
long as they are on the rear.
As for rotating, the engineers say switch the front and
rear tires on the same side of
the car at 6,000 mile intervals.
Never-cross the tires. Radials
are the best tire design you
can-put OR your ear. Their exeeptionally long wear characteristics overshadow their
relatively high cost. On a dollar-per-mile basis they can't
be beat.

on DEAN

FIBERGLAS BELTED
All White Wall
SAW r BUT

TIRES

(Premium Quality - Best Tire
Manufactured by Dean)

All Prices Include Federal & State Taxes
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26.00
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32.00

SNOW TIRES AT EQUAL SAVINGS!!
SMALL — BIG LETTERS

All Prices Exchange
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All Prices Include State & Federal Taxes
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in nursing field
Editor's Note: This is the
last in a series of articles
looking into the changes and
duties of modern hospital
nurses.

LOS ANGELES — One phenomenon in the field of nursing is that men have been
coming back to nursing since
the end of World War 11.
''Before that, there were
few schools who would accept
male students,' says James
Nation, RN, assistant director
of nursing service at a California hospital.
"Today, it's different Very
few nursing schools are left,
and usually nursing is taught
in colleges, all of which accept
male students.
"I relate men in nursing to
the men in education.,. both
are humanitarians," Nation
says.
"Men go into military service, and they get basic nurs-

Government By the
People Can Be A Reality

WILLIAM- E.
BARTLEY
for Senator
VOTE FOR THE
PEOPLE'S PARTY!!
(Paid for by the William
E Bartley Campaign Fund)

ing training. They may never
have thought about it before,
but, once in it, they find they
like it," explains Nation, who
made his own decision following the Korean conflict.
"I got my diploma from the
University of Southern California County Medical Center's School of Nursing," Nation says. "At that time, it
was the only one I could attend. In my class there were
10 men. The class before had
only three, and previous
classes had one or none.
''Now there is another influx with the Vietnam war.
Many men will stay in nursing, and some will use it as a
vehicle to go on into medicine," Nation says.
"Most of the men in nursing
are in an administrative position, or are in private duty
nursing," he adds. "As the
men in private duty can work
12 hours, the pay is good."
Nation chose the administrative field, but also admits
he misses the patient care
aspect.
In his position, one of the
first things he did was to develop a unique "staffing
board" that covers one large
wall in his affice. He can see
at a glance which nurses are
on duty in various wards and
services, when vacations are
Ale a-M where there"are
•
spaces to be filled as
well as when nurses are ill or
off duty.
"It isn't just an organization chart, but also is a budget
control chart showing a four-

week period," Nation expLains.
All of the RNs, LVNs,
nurses' aides for all three
shifts are listed. In all, there
are 380 persons in all classifications involved.
"I know everything that's
happening," Nation says. "I
have my finger on the pulse of
the hospital constantly.
"I see more men going into
nursing, especially as it becomes more specialized,
more challenging.
In my opinion, we may
find a reversal as the paramedic and medical assistant
programs develop and expand," Nation explains.
We may find a lessening in
male nurses as they will be
going into these areas.
The University of California at Los Angeles is just getting going on its medical assistants' program, and CSCCounty also has a program,"
Nation adds.
'A male nurse has it easier
than the women. Patients
tend to look upon him almost
as if he were a doctor, and the
doctors are more apt to talk to
them as 'equals' than to a
woman nurse," says Linda
Levanas, RN.
Nursing has changed ... not
only in the greatly increased
educational requirements,
bet also in the scope and areas
where nurses practice their
many skills.
Just in recent months, three
women have reached new pinnacles. Chief of the Army
Nurse Corps is Brig. Can. Lillian Dunlap. The first woman
admiral in U.S. history is
Alene Bertha Duerk, head of
the Navy Nurse Corps, and
Brig. Can. Ann Holfly, chief of
the Air Force Nurse Corps,
received her stars July 3.
But one thing has not
changed.
It is the nurse's desire to
serve the sick, to practice the
healing arts.

Long Sleeve

• 8 Speeds • 2 Colors
Avacado Harvest Gold

SPORT
SHIRTS
Compare at 5.99
Men's long sleeve
Shirt of polyester/
nylon. Sizes S. M, L
and XL in many patterns and colors.

ELECTRIC

CAN OPENER
UL Approved
Removable Handle for Easy Cleaning
Only 422
SUNBEAM MIXMASTER
with Mixing Bowl

Men's brush twill
jeans with piggie
back flap pocket.
Sizes 29 to 38 in as-sorted colors:

MIXER

12 Speeds
19
6-Foot

CHRISTMAS
TREE
orgy
Don't Walt Too
Late! Use Our
Loy-Away

$6
47

Dented hubcaps mean you have a car, and have
made regular payments. That's all we need to
know.
Signs. Good signs of good people. That's what
we're looking for. Dented hubcaps are a good
sign. They tell us you make regular payments.
And that means you keep your word. So do payments on your home. "'our color TV. Your
washing machine. Anything at all.
us. You'll find we want to help you buy
another car. And you'll enjoy Our people-topeople service,...where you're always Number
One..

Loans and financing in any amount up to
$7,500, including loans on real estate

Murray

In Bel-Air Center
Ross Wilder, Mgr, Ph: 753-5573

choice

Reg. 49.88

Compact with 18 rollers to give mist
sets.
Compare at 12.99

SCALES or
OILET SEA
your

Compare at 18.99

29/

Compare
at 3.99
Choose from these two bath -

2 hi-impact plastic shelves with
1 spacious, sliding door utility
cabinet.

room items for your house.

FOX PHOTO SILK-FINISH

KODACOLOR SPECIAL
• Zip Out Lining • Asstd. Sizes
• Navy and Tan

ANY KOOACOLOR ROLL
UP TO 12 EXPOSURES

DEVELOPED
AND
PRINTED
OFFER EXPIRES

MUST ACCOmPArf
OROSn

Nov. 1 1 , 1 972 Eacluding 1101. foreign film

41TE
PROCTOR SILEX AUTOMATIC

TOASTER OVEN
1744
9.88

Practical
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind.
ILIP11—"O-J-T" now wears a
mortar board. The initials
stand for on-the-job-training, a
practical education in how-to,
learned on the job.
It is wearing a mortar board,
according to a report from
Purdue University, because
educators are working "0-J-T"
into collegiate programs. It
provides the degree students
some practical experience,
working under the supervision
of an experienced practitioner.
At Purdue, pharrnac) students
are getting "O-J-T" by working
with the practicing pharmacists.
Valuable housework
NEW YORK IUPII—
recent Chase Manhattan Bank
study
found
that
the
homemaker working fills 12
occupations equal . to about
$260 a week if valued on the
open market.

8 track player with
channel
selector,
dust-proof cartridge
door and volume, bal ance and tone control knobs.

2888

Comes in permanent
press grey or olive.
50/ 50 polyester/cotton. Sizes 28 to 42.

by barbara weber
fashion and beauty director
.
..
holiday magic, inc. qg
After Summer, What's New?
pf course! Fall lull of
new fashions, new hair styles,
new colors on your face and a
new hat on your head! This
fall you're going to finally
look like a whole new season
has really happened. For instance, for the first time since
the days you were caught up
M nursery rhymes you re going to like pink again . and
all pastels in baby soft woolens, fuzzy angoras, knits. And
to go with . bright baby doll
lips, pale nature's colors'
eye shadows
...and bright
bronzing gel
rouges on
your cheeks.
Your hair?
You'll be lettin.g your
shag grow to
one length,
cut shorter, side or center
parted. Swinging easily, maybe even to a soft pageboy.
Classic, simple, "clean cut
kid" hair-do's. Kept that way
because this year you are—
maybe for the first time in
your life—finally going to be
wearing a hat! Not a clumsy
hat. A casual hat, the kind
you toss on at the last moment. Wide and big. Or small
and clot* to your face. Made
of soft fabrics. Looking as if it
was made to top off your new
easy-fitting wide pants and
blazers and sweater vest and
blouses. How can you look
totally in-fashion? Treat yourself to a new wardrobe of
cosmetic shades—particularly
lip and nail colors. Splurge on
a dolman-sleeved sweater and
a new pair of pants. And
make certain your new hair
style is protein conditioned—
shiny clean!

Aluminum

YOUR CHOICE
A. DRILL KIT...26
pieces including assorted drills and acessories.
B. SANDER... 12
pieces including sand
attachment and grit

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
*- ACRES OF FREE PARKING *
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

7534777 BANKAMERICARD

C. SAW...1 HP motor.
61
/
2" and 714" blades
Sawdust exhaust.
D. JIGSAW... Kit includes 2 speed saw,
4 blades, rip fence
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CAPITAL IDEAS

New drive looms
on heroin smugglers
cones traffic with special attention to be given Communist China's possible role as a
supplier and Japan's remarkable success in stopping addiction.
Chairman James Eastland,
D-Miss., and Sen. Strom
Thurmond, II-S. C., have
called for the hearings. A key
witness will be Gen. Lewis
Walt, former deputy commandant of the Marine Corps
and a veteran commander in
Vietnam.
Walt's recent recommendations in a Senate Internal Security subcommittee report
have apparently already
caught the eye of President
Nixon.
In
recent
campaign
speeches, the President
backed two key Walt proposals:

By RAY McHUGH
Chief, Washington Bureau
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — A White
House-congressional assault
on illicit narcotics traffic is
shaping up for early 19'73.
President Nixon has promised to send Congress in January proposals for sweeping
"get tough" laws aimed at
dope smugglers and pushers.
The Senate Judiciary Committee is planning hearings on
the worldwide pattern of nar-

For a Ride
to the
Polls
Call . . .
Democratic
Headquarters
753-0869
753-0892.
753-7102
Paid PolitiGal
Advertisement

1

1. An investigation into leniency shown to drug traffickers.
2. Mandatory minimum
sentences for convicted drug
pushers.
Atty. Gen. Richard Kleindienst says the proposed
Nixon bill also will prohibitbail in federal heroin cases
and would make possession of
heroin or cocaine a felony instead of a misdemeanor.
In the subcommittee report
Walt criticized lax U.S. laws,
judicial procedures and enforcement. They do not match
safeguards in many Western
European and Arab countries,

.
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Dr. H. C. Denham
Optometrist
Announces the
Opening
of his office in
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Office Hours: 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Monday Thru Friday
9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Saturday
Phone 753-4576

Closed All Day Thursda

or Japan, he said.
Japan may be studied
closely. In 1968, that country
was gripped by a narcotics
wave that created 50,000 addicts.
Subcommittee staff members say a vigorous law enforcement and court campaign broke the traffic. Japanese officials now register
only a few new addicts each
year.
A key weapon in the successful Japanese program
was authority to interrogate
suspected drug traffickers for
up to 22 days without giving
them access to attorneys.
Officials of the U.S. Bureau of
Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs sat in on some of the interrogations.
"The net result was a
mountain of information that
trought arrests and convictions," said one subcommittee staff aide. "It's significant
that despite Japan's affluence
and its well-advertised youth
problems, the pushers are
still staying away."
Dr. Philip Jaffe, head of the
special action group of the
White House Drug Abuse Prevention Committee, is studying the Japanese experience.
Subcommittee aides say the
Japanese did not use methadone or other heroin substi-tales, but insisted that addicts-go "cold turkey" and halt all
use of narcotics.
They were kept under medical supervision during the
withdrawal period.
U.S. officials say only about
15 per cent of addicted Amerteam are able to "kick" the
habit for as long as one year.
A shortage of medical personnel and facilities is one factor.
Officials say there is a backlog of 30,000 to 40,000 addicted
Americans now waiting treatment.
"If you dry up the supply
drugs, you must be read o
treat the addicts as th turn
themselves in,"
ys one
official.
Hell
YORK (UPI,— A
U. .
Department
of
ieulture study shows that
usbands average about oneand-one-half hours a day on
yard care. car upkeep and
chauffering
chi)dre-n
regardless of whether the wife
is a full time homemaker or
employed.

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,NOVEMBER';,1972
Look in the section in which pass essentials in favor of more
your birthday comes and find pleasurable activities. This
what your outlook is, according day's accomplishments will be
reflected in future gains—or
to the stars.
otherwise.
ARIES
AQUARIUS
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 Er
A splendid configuration of your ) Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
planets encourages your fine Neither renege on promises nor
talents and know-how. This is a attempt too much. Both tenday in which to give your finest dencies are likely now. Unperformance, to stress good dertake only what better sense
recognizes will suit the day and
management.
worthwhile purpose.
TAURUS
PISCES
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
It may not be easy to arrange (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
certain matters, to get things Look promptly for answers to
moving or complete them. Your problems in which you may
innate perceptiveness and in- have become involved. Don't
shut your eyes to them. A bright
tuition will help, however.
outlook is yours for the seeing,
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 20
YOU BORN TODAY are a
Some nice advantages indicated
enthusiastic
and
if you put forth original and highly
progressive ideas. This is no outgoing individual. Withal, you
day for outmoded methods or are intellectually inclined and
may spend many hours in quiet
practices.
study—study that can be highly
CANCER
productive, not only to yourself
( June 22 to July 23)
Some dubious schemes may be but to the world at large. Your
suggested. Be alert—and reject true fields are scientific
promptly. Also, avoid eccentric research and literature, where
behavior, extremes in word or you could perform brilliantly.
But many other careers are
deed.
open to you. If you are attracted
LEO
to law, you would probably wind
( July 24 to Aug. 231
up as a statesman and, as a
This could be an outstanding business executive, you
would
day, but it will largely depend have practically no comon YOU. Steady does it! Don't petition. Acting and music are
scatter energies, thus over- also fine outlets for your talents.
taxing yourself.
Birthdate of: Iftrie Curie';-coVIRGO
discoverer of radium; Billy
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Graham, evangelist; Joan
liave faith ip_your objectives, Sotherland,'opera star.
confidence in your methods.
Careful distribution of energies
ROBERT E. LEE
and unstinting use of your
On Oct. 12, 1870, Confedtalents could lead to new gains.
erate hero Gen. Robert E. Lee
LIBRA
died.
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23) 11.
—
When least expected, you may
be asked to put fortir extra effort, do more thad usual, take
on someone else's tasks for good
reason. GraCiOUS acceptance
will pay,off later.
SCO#PIO
(Qet. 24 to Nov. 22) nt
n all matters and projects
requiring training and practice,
if you are consistent and
careful, you will gain new advantages. Just one admonition:
Curb overaggressiveness.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21i
A day which stresses a need for
efficiency. Take a cue from
competitors what NOT to do and
what TO DO. You can be indifferent or enthusiastic. It's up
to you!
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Don't try to "get by- on your
personality now and don't by-

XC:67.

J2{,A

YOUR FAVORITE SOAP
or detergent is the best stain
remover In your home, says
Miss LaVerne Farmer, associate professor of the University of Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service.
"It's best because it's always on hand, inexpensive
and safe to use," explains
Miss Farmer. "Next time
you find a problem stain on
a washable fabric, try one of
the following methods."
For blood or meat juices
—soak in cold water about 30
minutes. If stain remains,
work soap or detergent into
the stain, rinse, launder as
usual.

CHOCOLATE, GRAVY,
lipstick—work paste of soap
or detergent into stain, launder as usual. If grease remains, sponge with cleaning
fluid.
Fabric softener stain—rub
with bar soap and launder as
usual.
Fresh fruit and juices—
prewash in cold water, then
hot. Blach if necessary.
Mildew—rub paste of soap
or detergent into stain, launder as usual. If stains remain, sprinkle with salt and
lemon iuice and dry several

•

Give Purity. Test

hours in direct sun.
MILK, EGG, ice cream—
soak in cold water, rub paste
of soap or detergent into
stain, launder as usual.
Paint—soak in turpentine
or paint remover. Rub paste
of soap or detergent into
stain. Launder as usual.
Miss Farmer points out
that the longer stains are left
on fabrics, the more difficult
they are to remove. In some
instances, spots will remain
regiirdless of the procedure

Men's Shoes
AT DISCOUNT PRICES

1/ Name Brands
vf First Quality

* RE-ELECT *

•
•

To Laundry Foe

•
•
U
If you suspect the primary •
laundry foe, detergent build-up, •
has permeated your wash, take
a laundry purity test.
•
Many detergents, even mild
ones, can leave a filmy residue •
on all types of washable fabrics_ •
In time, garments may actually
become stiffened by repeated
washings and the garments'
dullness becomes apparent
Very sensitive skin often reacts
by becoming irritated, perhaps
itcbing. •
: This laundry purity test is
U
also a treatment for detergent •
build-up. Re-wash a tubload of
laundry already "cleaned" by •
S
your present detergent. Use no •
U
soap., but add one-half cup of
an agent. for suspending
detergent residue and othei i
impurities
in
water
S
• Agitate for only 10 minutes to a
notice the murky build-up •
released.

••
FRANK A.STUBBLEFIELD .
:United States Representative :
--for-Congress•
•
•
•
•
•
I
.
— VOTE NOVEMBER 7 —

California's state animal is
the California grizzly bear,

.
•
•
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a
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Paid for by the Calloway County Committee for Stubblefield-Jim Garrison, Treasurer.
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Vote November 7th

The next President of the United States could be elected by
default. It's happened in 11 of our Presidential Elections in the century.
The winning candidates were chosen by the second largest group of

Vote for the candidate of your choice and vote for the country
and everybody in it!

This Year, November 7th, Take Part
In The Popular Vote

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch
Murray, Ky.
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eligible voters. The largest group didn't vote.
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Neigh borhood cop
making a comeback
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
If you are old enough, lived
in a big city and have a good
memory you may recall the
neighborhood cop, usually a
cheerful patrolman who
roamed the streets, chatted
with merchants and housewives and occasionally
chased the kids but never
really tried to catch them.
Over the decades that
image of the police officer has
faded and been forgotten. In
its place has grown up the
image of the helmeted "fuzz"
who speaks to people only if
he wants to hand them a traffic ticket or haul them off to
the pokey.
That, of course, is a distorted and biased picture of
the average American law enforcement officer. And the Albany, N.Y., Police Department is trying to prove it.
To wipe out that stereotype
of the policeman, Albany Police Chief Edward C. McArdle
more than a year ago began to
experiment with the idea of
returning to the era of the
"neighborhood cop."
Created in the department
was a Neighborhood Police
Unit iNPU) to serve 10,000
residents in a 70-square-b1ock
region of Albany's South End.
_Its mission in that once-flourishing but now blighted dis-
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trict of New York's capital: to
cut crime, provide expanded
police and social services and
build a rapport with residents
based on mutual trust and cooperation. A tough assignment in an area where poverty, social problems, substandard housing, unemployment
and overcrowding were contributing to a high rate of
street crimes.
Until the NPU came along,
police in the South End usually were greeted with hostility
and abuse.
McArdle and William N.
Betjernann, coordinator of the
Albany Office of Crime Control, teamed up to apply for
funding of the NPU under the
Omnibus Crime Control and
Safe Streets Act of 1968. They
were granted $337,787 and the
NPU became a reality - a
specially trained, 36-man organization operating out of an
informal neighborhood storefront headquarters.
The name of the game was
emphasis on promoting good
community relations with one
hand and controlling or preventing crime with the other.
The storefront
headquarters in the center_of the
neighborhood became popular with both teen-agers and
adults. A constantly perking
coffee urn and pastries
donated --bir -TodiT WE-erre-6helped, too.
•
When the Albany County
Youth Bureau donated 62
"campers/lips" scholarship
trips to summer camp) the
NPU officers visited the
neighborhood schools to
award them.

NPU officers changed from
their drab uniforms to green
blazers, brown slacks and yellow shirts to show the unit's
informality.
McArdle and Betjemann
say the "fuzz" or "pig" image
is fading in the South Side and
residents visit the storefront
headquarters freely without
being viewed by others as
traitors on the side of the
police.
Nobody expected crime to
come to an abrupt halt just
because the NPU moved in.
But McArdle says "the versatility of the NPU officers and
their high degree of mobility
have shifted considerably
more power to the side of the
police and law-abiding citizens."
The FBI thought so much of
the idea it published an account of the project and how it
is working in its monthly Law
Enforcement Bulletin.
A fly story
STORRS, Conn. IUPI I
House flies have a life cycle
)egg to adult) of six to 20 days,
according to a report from the
University of Connecticut
College of Agriculture and
Natural Resources.
The female lays 100 to 150
eggs at a time. She may lay twoto-seven batches during her
three to four weeks of life.
Safety tip
CHICAGO
I UPI /-Hold
child'zi -hand - when --owatmescalator, says the National
Safety Council. Also: keep
child from sitting on escalator
stepeJ. -,His clothes can get
caught in moving parts. Also:
don't allow sneaker-clad
youngsters to rub their shoes
along skirt guard of escalators.
They can get pulled into the
works.
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NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Elijah Salentine, and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Don
Maupin, and baby girl, 208 S.
9th, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Roger Dale Melton, 907 Vine
St., Murray, Mrs. Allene Dunn
Evans, Rt. 6, Murray, Robert
Gerald Mustard, Rt. 1, Hardin,
James Michael Sykes, 110
Williams Ave., Murray, Mrs.
Mary Elizabeth Cohoon, 516 S.
11th, Murray, Gary Lynn
Harper, 1602 Belrnonte Cts.,
Murray, James Brandenburg,
646 Hart Hall, Murray, Mrs.
Martha Jean Phillips, Rt. 3, Box
19, Murray, Mrs Kathleen
Bradley, Rt. 5, Mayfield, Mrs.
Mildred Jones, 201 West 14th,
Benton, James Edwin Ahart,
Rt. 1, Almo, Danny Gene Edmondson, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Betty Jean Hopkins, and Baby
Boy, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Rosemary Buchanan and Baby
Boy, Rt. I, Murray, Mrs. Gail
Marie Stalls, and Baby Girl,
1513 Clavshire. Murray, Ivan
Millard Grearn, Rt. 5, Murray,
Dr. Ralph Hicks Woods, 1318
Main St., Murray, William
Tommie Cavitt, 504 N. Cherry,
Mrs. Mary
Murray,
Elizabeth Tinunel, Rt. 6, Box
222, Murray, Mrs. Gladys
Frances Causey, expired) Rt.
4, Murray, Mrs. Bettie Jones
I expired), 312 S. 12th, Murray.
Narcotics down under
SYDNEY, Australia IUPII
- International syndicates are
turning more to Australia
peddle narcotics, Customs
.Minister Don Chip told
Parliament.
Chip said seizures of hashish
had doubled each year for the
past four years. But that, he
said, was only about 10 per
cent of the drugs smuggled into
Australia.

PROVEN PERFORMANCE vs. BROKEN PR
Dee

Louie

Huddleston

Nunn

Proven Performance

Broken Promises

VS.

196111-=-Supported legistatiow
eliminating sales tax on farm
machinery.

"Under Louie Nunn_there will be
a thorough setting of the tax structure in proper focus, the elimination of waste in government and
so on. These measures will make
a tax increase unnecessary. I will
not raise taxes in any way, shape
Courier-Journal
or form."

1972- Supported legislation
eliminating sales tax on
food.

"We are opposed to any tax increases or any new taxes at any
point ... at the state level."
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U.S. Peking policy
worries Jimmy Shen
By JOHN P1NKERMAN
Editor, Copley News Service

"But, your country has an
important responsibility in
our part of the world - in KoJimmy Shen is worried. He
rea, Taiwan, the Philippines,
doesn't say this in so many
Japan. Will the United States
words, but he is deeply troube able to count on Japan for
bled by the possibility that the
the use of bases in event of
United States will find some
trouble? This is a big question
way to evade responsibility
and it is growing in size. It is a
for the defense of the Republic
big question and has a major
of China that is laid down in a
bearing on collective secuformal U.S.-Nationalist China
rity."
treaty and in congressional
Shen was very careful not to
resolutions.
take direct rap at the United
Shen - Ambassador to the
States, even though he deUnited States James C.H.
nounced both Japan and Red
Shen - is a former news reChina.
porter, editor and student of
'• But, his inclusion of "collecworld affairs and his observative security" worry inditions of U.S. overtures to Pecated he had read the Dec. 2,
king arouse in him alarm for
1954, collective security
the 15 million people on the istreaty between his nation and
land of Taiwan.
the United States
plus all
Listening to him recently
the watering down documents
discuss the future of his counproduced since.
try, and he considers mainEach party," the treaty
land China part of "his" counreads, "recognizes that an
try, one could not help but
armed attack in the West Paconclude that his people and
cific area directed against the
his government on Taiwan
territories of either of the partake a vastly different view of
ties would be dangerous to its
peace in Asia than do the
own peace and safety and deAmerican people and the
clares it would act to meet the
American government. It just
common danger in accormay be that he has read the
dance with its constitusmall print in the treaty and
tional processes ..."
resolutions that bind theThe late President Dwight
United States to the defense of
D. Eisenhower produced the
Taiwaikand the Pescadores- treaty and through strong
Islands.
leadership also produced an
There seems to be a feeling
85-3 Senate confirmation vote.
of relief in America following
But, in the Feb. 9,1955, vote of
- President Nixon's pilgrimage
atifiLabuir that was hailed as
to Peking - all is well now
a model of executive-legislawith the Red giant of Asia,
tive cooperation, the Senate
wheat trade insures peace
added these "understandand Japan's recognition of the
ings:"
Communist " government
-That any extension of the
guarantees even more trantreaty area would be taken
quility.
only with the mutual agreeShen is more fearful, perment of two-thirds of the Senhaps more realistic. On Japaate.
nese Prime Minister Kakuei
- That nothing in the treaty
Tanaka's recognition of Mao
Tse-tung's regime, Shen says, "shall be construed as affecting or modifying the legal sta"We should keep a close
tus of the sovereignty" of Forwatch on Japan. Japan has
mosa and the Pescadores Isnow doubled her defense budlands. This phrase, the free
get. She is building jet
Chinese feel, gives America
fighters.
the option of declaring Tai"These are straws in the
wan part of Red China, if
wind, and we must be watch.
Washington
should
so
choose.)
Then, on his fears that most
There also was a joint SenAmericans view a peaceful
ate-House resolution of Jan.
Asia as academic, he said,
29, 1965, a document that
"Your country and ours share
some believe gives America
the responsibilities for peace
the "out" Shen fears: "This
in the Western Pacific. We
resolution shall expire when
have fought in two wars tothe President shall determine
gether, we never have fought
- each other. America is the - thatthe,peace and security of.
the area is reasonably asstaunch friend of free Chinese
sired by the international
everywhere.

"I promise not to raise taxes in
Courier-Journal
any way."

"Judge what a man will do by what he has done!"

country
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conditions, created by the action of the United Nations or
otherwise, and shall so report
to the Congress."
It is the "or otherwise" that
bothers Shen and all the
friends of free China. Is a trip
to Peking an "or otherwise,"
they ask.
Then, on March 12, 1970,
came another "or otherwise."
It was a letter to Sen. J. William Fulbright, chairman of
the Foreign Relations Committee, from B.G. Torbert
Jr., an assistant secretary of
state, and it said in part:
"This resolution (of Jan. 29,
1955) is now 15 years old. In
the event of a new crisis in the
Formosa Strait, this administration would not view the
continued existence of the
Formosa Resolution as a
source of congressional authority."
Treaties, promises, agreements, resolutions to the contrary, friends of free China
see the Washington-Peking
detente and the pragmatic approach of President Nixon in
foreign affairs, as justification for Jimmy Shen's worry
over U.S. commitments to defend his country,

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Collins Mrs.
Wilma Sue Collins), Rt. 2,
Calvert City.
DISMISSALS
James Neal Hopwood, Ht. 2,
Box 356, Murray, Master
Michael Norman Wells, Rt. 8
Box 13, Murray, Miss Sherry
Lane Harpole, Rt. 1, Farmington, Mrs. Reba Mae
Overbey, 707 Olive St., Murray,
Robert Perry Hornsby, 813
Olive St., Murray, John
Seagraves Bradley, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, Master Gary Lane
Roberson, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Estella Dunn Scarbrough, 1713
Olive Ext., Murray, Master
Donnie Lynn Balentine, Rt. 3,
Murray, Miss Cynthia Dawn
Compton, 230 Colonial Dr.,
Florence, Alabama, Mrs. Roma
Lee Dodson, 811 Coldwater Rd.,
Edmona
Mrs.
Murray,
Augustine McCuiston, 608 Pine
St., Murray, Mrs. Lois Marine, i,
Rt. 1, Farmington, Charlie
Beasley Grogan, 606 Elm St.,11
Murray, Mrs. Verba Ann
Hargis, 1409 Vine St., Murray,'.11
Mrs. Vivian Ruth Watkins, 802
Sunny Lane, Murray, Ernest '1
Wilkiam Page ( expired Rt. 6,
Murray, 011ie Faye Ball ( expired), Hamlin.
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FREEDOM * LIBERTY
FOR ALL IS BEST PRESERVED WHEN
YOU EXERCISE THIS GREAT PRIVILEGE
AND DUTY

_

Savings grow quickly and safely in high-yield
savings accounts. Billdozer checking makes
bill-paying a real push-over. ExtrAUTOnary car loans almost always save one full
payment. Personal loans are made courteously, easily, and in confidence; as well as
other loans for the good things in life. And
our financial advice is free. The extraordinary
bank keeps these "campaign" promises year
after year. That's what keeps the extraordinary bank the people's choice.
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1972- Sponsored legislation
eliminating sales tax on medicine.
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Care Opens Food TVA
Crusade Program
COLUMBUS—The holidayseason CARE Food Crusade
campaign now under way appeals to American to help save
children in countries where
hunger and malnutrition are the
biggest killers of the young.
Frank L. Goffio, executive
director, announced $ $7,500,000
is needed to complete year-long
plans that will help feed
28,000,000 people, nearly all
children served regularly at
preschool and nutrition centers,
primary schools and other
institutions. Operating costs
contributed by local governments and United States
donations of farm abundance
will multipl the public contributions.
"According to recent surveys,
in the emerging nations
children under five from 20
percent of the population but
account for over 60 percent of
the deaths, with malnutrition
the biggest single cause of child
mortality," Mr. Goffio stated.
'•Moreover, malnutrition
restricts the physical or mental
growth of more than half the
children who survive. CARE
seeks not just to keep chiodren
the
alive, but to provide
nutrients that will enable them
to grown into healthy, educated,
self-supporting adults."
Linked with CARE self-help
and medical aid, the Food
Crusade helps develop selfsufficiency ie3+eetmrie&,fre
Latin America to Africa, Asia
and the Middle East. Child-

feeding sites include facilities
the agency helps build and
hospitals where medical teams
are stationed by MEDICO, a
service of CARE.
While children have priority,
food aid also goes to the aged, to
disaster victims, and to impoverished families through
food-for-work projects to build
community improvements.
In addition to the U.S. commodities, donated
after
domestic needs are met,CARE
buys other foods to match
country
and
nutritional
deficiencies.
Under
the
direction of American staff
members in each area, supplies
are delivered in te name of the
American people. Contributions
may be sent to: CARE Food
Crusade, 8 E. Chestnut, St.,
Columbus, Ohio 43215.
Continuous feeding programs
operate in British Honduras, Sri
Lanka
(Ceylon),
Chile,
Colombia,
Costa
Rica,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Greece, Guatemala, Haiti,
Honduras, Hong Kong, India,
Indonesia, Israel-Gaza, Jordan,
Ienya,
Liberia,
Macau,
Pakistan, Pana%,Philippines,
Sierra Leone, South Korea,
South Vietnam, Tunisia,
Turkey. At times, as needs
arise, CARE also sends food aid
to supplement it
other
programs in Afghanistan,
a_n_gtad_e,sh
,
.
Lesotho,
Nicaragua, Nigeria, Peru,
Uganda.

Revis

TVA has revised fifteen
topographic maps covering the
Land Between the Lakes area of
western Kentucky and Tennessee in its program of updating maps throughout the
Tennessee Valley, and these
quadrangles are now available
to the public.
Each map covers an area of
about 7 by 8 miles at a scale of
one inch to 2,000 feet, and shows
in detail ground contours and
elevations, buildings, streams,
roads, fence lines, woodland
cover, populated areas, and
other features.
Compiled from new aerial
photography, the revisions
show changes in map features
since original publication or the
last revision. Names of the
revised maps and areas
covered are as follows:
Buchanan, Tenn.-Ky. 19NW )—This map covers the
general area bounded on the
northeast by the area around
Martin Cemetery, on the
southeast by the confluence of
Eagle Creek and Kentucky
Lake on the southwest by the
confluence of Brushy Branch
and Holly Fork Creek and on the
northwest by the area around
Mt. Sinai Church.
Cottage Grove, Tenn. (8NW )—This map covers the
general area bounded on the
northeast by the area around
Crossland, on the southeast' by
the confluence of Spring Hill
Creek, Clear Creek, and North
Fork Obion River, on the southwest by Cottage Grove, and on
the northwest by Midway.

AGE ELEVEN

Dover, Tenn. (29-NE)—This
map covers the general area
bounded on the northeast by the
area around Rattlesnake
Hollow, on the southeast by the
confluence of North Cross Creek
and South Cross Creek, on the
southwest by the area around
Settle Hollow and on the northwest by Fort Donelson
National Battlefield. It includes
approximately 3 miles of Lake
Barkley.
Fairdealing, Ky. (17-SW)—
This map covers the general
area bounded on the northeast
by Sugar Bay on Kentucky Lake
on the southeast by Aurora, on
the southwest by the intersection of State Highways 80
and 1364, and on the northwest
by the intersection of U.S. Highway 68 and State Highway 962.
Approximately 7 miles of
Kentucky Lake are shown.
Farmington, Ky. (3-NE(—
This map covers the general
area bounded on the northeast
by the intersection of State
Highways 464 and 564, on the
southeast by Farmington, on
the southwest by Sedalia, and
on the northwest by the confluence of Mayfield Creek and
Red Duck Creek.
Hamlin, Ky.-Tenn. (18-SE)—
This map covers the general
area bounded on the northeast
by Clay Bay, on the southeast
by Panther Bay, on the southwest by the area around New
ML Carmel Church, and on the
northwest by the confluence of
Boyds Branch and Kentucky
Lake. Approximately 9 miles of
Kentucky Lake are included.
Hier). Ky. (18-NW)This map

covers the general area SW (—This map covers the Creek and Kentucky Lake, and
bounded on the northeast by the - general area bounded on the on the southeast by Egypt
confluence of Ledbetter Creek northeast by the intersection of Hollow, on the southwest by
and Kentucky Lake, on the State Highways 94 and 783, on New Providence, and on the
southeast by Irvin Cobb Resort, the southeast by the area northwest by the area around
on the southwest by Van Cleave, around South Pleasant Grove Grogane Cemetery.
Paris Landing, Tenn.-Ky. (19and on the northwest by the Church, on the southwest by
intersection of Nelson Road and Bell City, and on the northwest NE)—This map covers the
general area bounded on the
State Highway 1346.
by Browns Grove.
Kirksey, Ky. (7-NW)—This
Melber, Ky. (2-N111 1—This northeast by Piney Bay, on the
map covers the general area map covers the general area southeast by the confluence of
bounded on the northeast by the bounded on the northeast by the Short Creek and Kentucky
area around Mt. Carmel intersection of State Highways Lake, on the southwest by the
Church, on the southeast by the 1014 and 999, on the southeast by confluence of Sulphur Branch
intersection of State Highways Boaz, on the southwest by and Kentucky Lake, and on the
121 and 299, on the southwest by Kansas, and on the northwest northwest by the confluence of
the intersection of State High- by the area around New Hope Cypress Creek and Kentucky
Lake. It includes approximately
ways 121 and 893, and on the Church.
northwest by the confluence of
New Concord, Ky. 18-SW)— 11 miles of Kentucky Lake.
Puryear, Tenn.-Ky. (8-NE
Smith Branch and West Fork This map covers the general
Clarks River.
area bounded on the northeast This map covers the general
Lynn Grove, Ky.-Tenn. (7- by the confluence of Wildcat area bounded on the northeast
by the area around Bethlehem,
on the southeast by the area
around Shady Grove Church, on
the southwest by Foundary Hill,
and on the northwest by the
area around Lebanon Church.
Rushing Creek, Ky.-Tenn.
(18-NE(This map covers the
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at the junior level of high
school.
The Board was advised that
students enrolled in non-public
schools attending vocational
school should not be charged
tuition, because the schools are
funded by federal and state
appropriation money. This
report from the office of the
State Attorney General was
made by Ray Corns, director of
Legal Services for the
Department of Education.
Authorizing the Superintendent of Public Instruction to
co-operate with local education
agencies in four pilot regions,
the Board passed a final motion
to
begin regionalization
programs in these educational
-develop:befit'districtsr-The
State Department of Education
will work with a ROPES staff
( Regional Organization for
Providing Education Services),
to co-ordinate educational
services and bring vocational
and general education together
under one office.
"ROPES will enable local
school superintendents in the

regions to work co-operatively
with state department services," said Dr. Lyman Ginger,
Superintendent of Public Instruction.
In further action, the Board
decided to revise the system of
allocating vocational education
units. The State Treasorer will
retain eight per cent of the
amount allocated for use by the
State Department of Education.
The remaining twenty per cent
will be transmitted to the local
school district for vocational
education facilities. Before this
action, allocations were made
as "flow through money,"
channeled from the State
Treasurer, to the Department of
Education," to the local school
cffstrictr wittr-remaining---fands
returned by the reverse
process.
The Board authorized the
Bureau of Vocational Education
to "enter into agreement" with
the Tilghman Area Vocational
Education Center, Paducah, to
consider the transfer of the
center from local to state
control.

This action followed a report
to the Board by Earl C. Bolton,
vice-president of Booz, Allen
and Hamilton, management
consultants. The firm studied
the
organization
and
management of vocational
education in an eight-county
area of Western Kentucky. The
report set up a model plan for a
new state vocational school to
be established in this area. A
study will be made to "survey
the models of governance" of
vocational schools throughout
the state. Consultants will
report to the Board of January.
As a new Board member,
John E. Robinson, Paducah,
took the oath of office, administered by Earl T. Osborne,
-Judge of-the Kentucky Coact of-Appeals, first' district.
lHATA HARI
On Oct. 15, 1917, the World
War I spy Meta Hari was executed at Vincennes Barracks
outside Paris.
Tulsa, Okla., is known as the
"Oil Capital of the World."
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Drycleaning SPECIAL

President Nixon and Governor
Nunn Need Your Support
There Is No Charge for This Service

Vote the Winning Ticket

NIXON
CAN WINTER BE FAR AWAY? — When a huge
pile of salt like this appears, it can only be stockpiled
against icy road conditions, This is part of 75.000 ready
at Minneapolis, Minn. Its on Carl Bolander & Sons lot.

NUNN

Paid for by Calloway County Committee for
Nixon-Nunn, E. W. Riley, Treasurer.
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The Chrysler heritage of great engineering
innovation lives on in the new 1973 Chrysler
New Yorker.
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State Board Lowers School Age limits
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY—The Kentucky State
Board of Education lowered age
requirements for students
wishing to attend state
vocational technical schools,
authorized regionalization of
educational services in four
pilot regions, and revised a
system of allocating units for
vocational education at a
special meeting recently.
Students are now eligible to
vocational
state
attend
technical schools and area
vocational centers at age 15.
Previously, students had to be

general area bounded on the
northeast by the area around
Arlt Spring, on the southeast by
the confluence of Ginger Creek
and Kentucky Lake, on the
southwest by the intersection of
State Highways 732 and 972, and
on the northwest by the confluence of Anderson Creek and
Kentucky Lake. It inclues about
10 miles of Kentucky Lake.
Standing Rock, Tenn. (29NW(—This map covers the
general area bounded on the
northeast by the intersection of
U.S. Highway 79 and State
Highway 49, on the southeast by
Parker Hollow, on the southwest by the area around Sand
Banks Ridge, and on the northwest by the intersection of
U.S. Highway 79 and Austin
Peay Memorial Highway.
Copies of the maps may be
obtained from TVA Maps and
Surveys Branch, 200 Haney
Building, Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401, for 75 cents each
plus Tennessee sales tax where
applicable.
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By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — In the
closing hours of a congressional session, dollar signs
flow as freely as political
rhetoric.
One man's national priority
is another man's federal
boondoggle.
With all of the extended debate —and then rather abrupt
passage of some bills — one
can ask: where do the federal
taxpayers dollars go?
The well-financed and astute staff members of the
General Accourting Office
have been trying to solve that
question for years but never
seem to strike an answer .
which pleases probing congressmen or the electorate.
A rule of thumb is established on Capitol Hill that a
,billion-dollar" expenditure
isually draws priority attenon by any House or Senate
ember.
"Million-dollar" appropriaOns have a degree of signifinee but can be shuffled
ong if things get busy other•
When you get into the
ousancLs of dollars of federal
nding it is often difficult
even the agency which
ids the money to define
actly where it will be spent.
: One of the best examples of
occorredduring the dying
urs of the 92nd Congress
hen the National Science
oundation circulated a press
telease involving a San Diego,
Calif., project. The amount
Involved was $203,000 for one
.par. As a tribute to big government and bureaucratic
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By JAY MALLIN
Copley News Service
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MIAMI BEACH,Fla. — The
United States may give up its
naval base at Guantanamo
Bay,Cuba, as the first step in
reopening relations with that
Communist country.
This intriguing possibility
has been raised by the remarks of the U.S. commander
of the base, Rear Adm. Leo B.
McCuddin. Though couched in
diplomatic terms, they go farther than any former U.S.
statement in accepting what
has been a long-term Cornmurust demand.
The admiral's unusual call
for a rapprochement with
Cuba was contained in two remarks made to a Miami reporter. The admiral said,
first, that U.S. relinquishment of the base is -not beyond the realm of possibility,
but for the foreseeable future
we will be staying here."
This is the first time, so far
as is known, that an American
official has even voiced the
possibility that the United
States might give up its naval
base at Guantanamo.
Cuban dictator Fidel Castro
has long been demanding that
the United States give up the
base. The timing of McCuddin's statement was especially interesting, since Cuba and
Russia recently reiterated the
demand.
Following Castro's visit to
the Soviet Union at midyear,a

R.Y
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two sets of ecosystems with
similar physical environments have been chosen. One
is the mediterranean formations of California and their
counterparts in Chile.
"The other is the desert
scrub of central and southern
Arizona and its counterparts
in northern Argentina.
'Both of these sets of disjunct formations are remarkable for their climatic and
structural similarities. This
project will be concerned with
plant species' diversity in the
mediterranean scrub project."
As I pointed out earlier, a
hundred-thousand-dollar project like this normally gets
only Laken attention from a
Congress geared to billiondollar priorities.
Critics accept the idea that
such projects might be
needed. But they contend
further that if needed it might
be helpful if the government
— and citizens paying the bill
— could understand what the
money is going for.

By EDWARD NELLAN
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — Among
the top gripes of the public
about U.S. medical care is —
you guessed it — doctors' refusel to make house calls.
A new study suggests there
is wide agreement among

joint communique was issued
which included the following
paragraph:
"The Soviet delegation confirmed its support of the demand made by the people of
Cuba and the Revolutionary
Government of the Republic
of Cuba that the U.S. naval
base at Guantanamo,set up in
.-Cuban territory—against the
sovereign will of the people of
Cuba, be unconditionally
withdrawn."
McCuddin also reportedly
called for resumption of diplomatic relations between the
United States and Cuba.
McCuddin was quoted as
saying:
"We have to recognize that
there are other ideologies and
we all have to get along in the
world. It would be better for
us economically, and better
for Cuba, if we did recognize
the country and establish relations with them again."
Again the admiral's comments were viewed as especially significant because to
date American officials have
been reluctant to discuss the
possibility of rapprochement'.
withCuba. Whether McCuddin's statement batiP•prior approval from Washington was
not known, but in view of the
sensitive position he holds it
was not deemed likely he
would way these things without at least a tacit OK.
The United States holds a
99-year lease to 45 square
miles of land at Guantanamo.
The lease was obtained at the
turn of the century, when the
base had more strategic importance than it does today.
Then it served as a needed
coaling station for U.S. ships
sailing the Caribbean. Today
it serves primarily as a strategic and psychological balance to the Soviet military
presence in Communist Cuba.
Hence the possibility is seen
that the United States might
be willing to withdraw from
Guantanamo if Russia were to
withdraw its military presence from Cuba.

WHAT TO DO WHEN
YOUR EARS FAIL
Ears today take a lot more abuse than
in the good old days. That's why you
should know what techniques are available to correct the most common hearing problems. Read the new 8-page
booklet by W. F. Carver, Ph.D., of the
Washington University School of Medicin ,e "The _Facts About Nerve DeafPesS, free freim Beitone. imrtir

—

Weiteme•

RI,SCTR OWICS CORPORATION

4201 Yi Victoria St.. Dept. 2339 , Chicago, Illinois 60646

*doctors and patients on the
need for a federally supported
health. insurance program,...
Whileboth groups see major problems in the U.S.
health care system, neither
thinks the problems are serious enough to constitute a national health crisis warranting "radical overhaul of existing institutions or dismantling
of traditional practices."
These findings are the result of a research effort aimed
at comparing professional
and lay opinion on the costs,
availability and quality of
medical treatment in the
United States today.
The study, published in
early October, is titled "U.S.
Health Care: What's Wrong
and What's Right,;'
The author, Stephen P.
Strickland, is a political
scientist and head of the
Washington office of -the
Health Policy Center, a research activity of the University of California at San Francisco. The project was super- vised by Washington-based
Potomac Associates, a policyanalysis firm which earlier
this year brought out the controversial study, "The Limits
to Growth."
To produce the new study,
the Gallup organization was
commissioned to pall a standard cross section of the U.S.
population while Erclos and
Morgan Inc. was commissioned to poll a sample of doctors. In Strickland's opinion,
the results establish a consensus that should be sufficient to
generate congressional action.
Eighty-four per cent of the
American people are generally confident they can get good
medical care when they need
it, the survey showed.
— Even so, this means that
"29 million Americans ...
have little confidence" in the
health care system and "an
additional four million simply
do not know whether they can
get good care or not."
Sixty-one per cent of the national sample expressed a
need for "some basic
changes."
By comparison, a total of 66
per cent of the doctors polled
either acknowledged serious
problems 52 per cent ) or perceived a "major national
health crisis" ( 14 per cent).
Strickland's analysis of the
raw figures finds that the
great majority of doctors feel
the U.S. system works satisfactorily in meeting routine
and emergency needs. On the
other hand, doctors "evidence
marked concern about our
present capacity to cope with
long-term illnesses."
The study reports that 57
per cent of the public and 51
per cent of the physicians favor some form of national
health insurance.
Significant differences,
however, are seen in the
means preferred for administration of such a plan.
Forty-six per cent of the
public respondents believe the
government should have the
- —main responsitartrty,"most doctors( 75 per cent feel
that the government should
only subsidize the plan, leaving administration to private
insurance firms.

VIOPArk

_ROSES
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In Murray

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 9-9 MON.-SAT. 1-6 P.M. SUNDAY

Prices Good Mon.-Tues.-Wed., Nov. 6-8

LADIES

MENS
JEANS

ACRYLIC
SLACKS

Large Assortment!
Brushed denim,

Bonded to

corduroy, cotton twill.

100% Nylon

Fashion colors.

Plaids, Prints

Sizes 29 to 42

Sizes 8-18

Reg. '6.94

Reg.

Health insurance
program backed

Will U.S. give up
Guantanamo?

Ticket

electronic ignition.
ion-Quiet Ride, or the
its the way this Fury
nger than ever before

communication, the press release deserves repeating intact:
This project is a component of the structure of ecosystems subprogram of the
origin and structure of ecosystems integrated research
program of the international
biological program.
The aim of this subprogram is the coordination of
research activities of a group
of scientists interested in the
problem of convergence of
ecosystems in an attempt to
answer some of the fundamental questions relating to
the origin and evolution of
plant and animal communities.
The fundamental question
being asked is whether two
very similar physical environments acting on polygenetically dissimilar organisms in different parts of the
world will produce structurally and functionally similar
ecosystems.
To answer this question,
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3.27

$566

92
LADIES PACKAGE
PANTIES

MEN'S PACKAGE

LADIES

UNDERWEAR

PANTY
HOSE

3 to ikg,
Asstd. colors

100% Cotton
Briefs or

Reg. '1.29

Sizes 510 and white.

Tee Shirts
2 to Pkg.,/ 46,

Reg. s1.12

96;

ASSTD. SHEETS
Nokonin--.
Stripes, Solids
& Prints

Slight
Irregulars $

1 00

LADIES KNEE-HI

NYLONSIOcKI NGSI ST--ORAGE CHESTS
3 Shades

Under Bed Type or Regular

Flat & Fitted

Heavy Duty
2 Pr

$ 1

Fiberboard

Full & Twin
-

•11" •
-or

-4...Mix or Match
for a Beautiful Set!

Reg. 53.44

BONDED KNIT

2 for $5

Assorted Solids & Prints

Reg. '1.99BANKAMERICARD
weicome

BATH
TOWELS

MR. SHAG
CARPET MAT

Cotton Terry
Velour
Prints & Solids

21"x36"

BED PILLOW
›\

Reg. s1.77

99;
EASY-01,

EASY-ON
SPRAY
WINDOW
CLEANER
Reg. 64`

*5

pkg.

Wide Range
of Colors

Polyester Filled

• ProtAecretas sTraffic
$ 11 47

Reg. '2.94

NEW FREEDOM

Reg.
'1.77

• Hundreds
of Uses

1 00

SANITARY NAPKIN
No Belts
or Pins
Flohable

SA
J4C

38

AERO-WAX
FLOOR WAX
Reg. 96'

EASY-ON
SPEED

STARCH

EASY-ON
SPRAY STARCH
2.2-0z. Size

Reg. 78'

MORE

721

for $
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AVANTADS
ENGINEER. NEW THREE bedroom brick, on
FURNISHED APARTMENT, INDUSTRIAL
wall to wall carpeting, heat, air Light metal fabricator of con- 150 x 200 lot, one mile southwest
conditioned, utilities furnished. sumer products has immediate of Coldwater on blacktop road: ,
One block from University openings for experienced in- Priced at $15,800. If interested 4
N8P
campus. Couples only, no pets. dustrial engineers in plants call 489-2110.
May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC located in Western Kentucky and
Western Tennessee. Applicants 16 SPACE BOARD of health
should be experienced in time approved trailer park. Two mites
NEW THREE bedroom brick :EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted, study, cost control, plant layout
east of Murray. Good inapartment, carpet, central heat color TV,air conditioned, electric
tooling.. We offer an at- vestments at $13,000. Phone 753and
and air, range, disposal, washer heat. $100.00 per month, deposit
tractive salary, benefits, plus 3648 or 753-6202.
N14C
and dryer hook up, large lot. required. Phone 753-7358.
TFC growth potential leading to plant
$150.00. Phone 753-7550.
TFC
iiiinageent. Send complete
resume to P.O. Box 42-B,
Real Estate For Sale
12'x50' TRAILER,electric heat, 3 FURNISHED APARTMENT,
Murray, Ky. 42071. Equal opmiles from Murray. Phone 753- Jiving room, kitchen, hathrimini
3
-Bedroom Brick
portunity
employer.
NI1C
7856 or 753-6231.
N10C with shower and bath. One or two.,
bcsIti wools. Zimmerman ApartCarpeted living room,
APPLICATIONS FOR full and
FURNISHED THREE bedroom ments, South 16th Street, 753den, 2 baths, kitchen
N•iveleiber7C part time waiters, assistant
home, 10 miles South of Murray. 6609.
With built-ins, carport,
chefs and bus boys will be acMust furnish references. Phone
utility room, outside
cepted for Pagliacci Italian Food
Puryear, Tenn., 1-901-247-5353 for GARAGE
storage building. Air
APARTMENT. i a dinner restaurant l, at its new
appointment.
N14P Furnished or unfurnished.
Conditioned. On Covey
location SR-69 and Fairview
.,
Drive.
'Couples.' No ctiddren or pets. Street,Paris, Tertn,, Wednesdays
_
Phone 753-7846 or 753-1409. TFC and Thursdays 3:30 to 5:00
PEST CONTROL
Phone 753-8126
N7C
AVERAGE HOME sprayed for TWO BEDROOM furnished or
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No unfurnished apartment, central LUBRICATION AND wash man 16 SPACE, board og health
monthly contract required., heat and air. Good location. wanted. Apply in person to trailer park. Two miles east of
Superior Exterminating Com- Available October 1. Phone 753- Sanders-Purdom Motor Sales, Murray. Good investments at
pany, phone 7534331.
TFC 1406 West Main.
N7C $13,000. Phone 753-3648 or 753December5C
7266.
6202.
N13C
FURNISHED THREE bedroom OLAN MILLS needs ladies to do
home. 10 miles South of Murray. survey work, by phone. Also light BY. OWNER; four bedroom
Call
Puryear, 1-901-247-5353 for delivery work. Apply in person to ;holm, with large den, large
AIR VIEW FROM THE WARFRONT -Flight of 952 high-altitude bombers leaN.ies miles-long contrails while passing
appointmgnt. Must furnish Mrs.
Higgins, Monday, private patio, large utility rpoin„
over Cai Lay in the Mekong delta in South Vietnam. The giant jet aircraft are called virtually invisible at high altitude
from
references.
N8P November 13 at 9:00 a.m., maple cabinets, dishwasher,
which they bomb._but often leave, the contrails as telltale indications of their presence. To get this effect, neg made by
Call
Midtowner Motel.
long lens camera was specially printed. Picture was made-a---FeW moments afteT-Tre :13'52-s Made bombing
NI1C .garbage disposal. Close to Carter
a
Tarrow
,and Middle Schools Priced to
pected enemy positions. orièbedroonT
EXTRA
NICE
_
-4- - 763-19161
sell. Bank Wan av4tIable 132 right
furnished apartment, water,
FOR RENT OR LEASE
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
sewerage and garbage pick up
753-6342 nights.
TFC
furnished.
Electric
SPACIOUS
heat
air
and
12'x70'
three
COME TO 5EE 4(0V
SOMEHOW,YOU NEVER EXPECT
HOWEVER
conditioned. Lots of cabinets, two bedroom, 1'2 bath trailer on
13E.CAU5E I NAVE TO KNOW WHY
A DOCTOR TO FAINT...
413Ii AND TRE 5C1400L 130AR'
between private lots. Available after APPROXIMATELY 154 acres
Located
closets.
5ANNE'"THE 51X BUNN( LONNIE5
Catholic church and White Hall. December 25. $130.00 plus near Buchanan, Tenn. Priced at
FREAK OUT'FROM puR LIBRARY...
$75 per acre. If interested call
Couples only. $95.00 per month. utilities. Approximately 21
/
2 miles
N8P
NBC east of Murray. Phone 753-5514 489-2110.
Phone 753-3805.
after 3:30 p.m. or 753-0464 after TWO FARMS
El .c.
14 and 38 acres by
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT, 9:00 a.m.for appointment. N9P owner. Property
locate Noravailable immediately. New
thwest of Kirksey. Call after 5
clean, and furnished. Phone 753FOR RENT
p.m., 753-1497.
N5C
4342 days or 753-8958 nights, NBC
BLONDIE
TWO BEDROOM trailer, 10'x51',
electric heat, air conditioned,
storage building and water
furnished. Near Coldwater, on
Highway 121. $55.00 per month.
N6NC
Phone 489-2513.

Find a
Lost Purse

BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT,
NICE TWO bedroom mobile
unfurnished. 2 bedroom, living
home, on Hwy. 641, two miles
room, kitchen, utility, bath.
South of Murray. Reasonable
Carpeted, air-conditioned, dishprice. Phone 753-4645.
NBC washer, refrigerator, stove,
garbage disposal. Phone 753-4974
TWO BEDROOM house, furor 753-3865.
N7C
nished or unfurnished, located L2
mile north on Old Benton Road.
THREE BEDROOM house for
See J.R. Mahan at Bus
rent 507 Whitnell Ave. $140 a
Station.
NBC month with $100 security deposit.
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4 Negative
prefix
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Murray area. Company car
furnished for business and
pleasure. Group hospital and life
insurance, retirement paid 100
per cent by company. $8,000 to
$12,000 first year potential. Must
have previous sales experience
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for appointment.
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HELP WANTED

SERVICES OFF

BYARS CONSTRUCTION Co.
needs carpenters and carpenter
helpers full time. Phone 492-8383,
after 5:00 p.m. phone 4928390.
N7P

Phone 436-5580.
TWO,BEAROOM-duplex apartment, large rooms. Washer and
dryer outlets. Gas heat. $45.00 per HOUSE, THREE rooms and
month. Located in Coldwater. bath, screened in back porch.
Call between 7 a.m. and 6 p.m
Phone 489-2595.
NBC
Hoyt Cleaver, Sr., Route 1, Alm°,
TFC
TWO BEDROOM house, 5 miles 753-1779.
out, unfurnished. Available
November 12. Phone Hopkinsville 886-3681 nights.
FOR RENT
NBC
Modern Office Space-524
sq. ft.-first floor, central
BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT,
heating, air, utilities
unfurnished. 2 bedrooms, living
furnished, parking space.
room, kitchen, utility, bath.
If interested contact
Carpeted, air-conditioned, dishWestern
Dark
washer, refrigerator, stove,
Fired
Tobacco
garbage disposal. Phone 753-4974
Growers
Association, Tobacco,
or 753-3865.
N9C
Building, 206-208 Maple
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
THREE BEDROOM house.
Tels. 753-3341-3342.
Double carport, electric heat,
and fireplace. In Blood River
area. Phone 436-2427.
N8C FURNISHED HOUbelor college
girls, one block from University.
HOUSE TRAILER on Ky. Lake. Available November 1. Phone
Two bedroom with electric heat. 753-4974..
TFC
60'x12'. $60.00 a month. Phone
436-2427.
N8C
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SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE

Termites
Eat Your Home

Spiders
II

if :
4

11111

Storage, Cabins, Offices, Mobile Home Additions

1.
,
1'
!•
1-

No Foundation Required - Sixes 6x8' to 24x40'
Completely Assembled including floors, Aluminum Sidewalls and Roof

Roaches*
Carry Germs /
GET R ID oc
PESTS

floor joists, 16" apart mounted on 4x6 penta-treated skids

Protect Your Home!

AlA

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a
day the year round ... Winter and Summer.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Darnell Marine Sales

SiAw
MEN
WIRE.TAM46

Highway 94
Route 3 - Murray, Ky.
Telephone 753-3734 or 753-5693

"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

ir569
1/14 NM U S P ON -111 net. mow..
0 1172 06 UMW Nature Synch..

100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Licensed by State of Kentucky
r Member Chamber of Commerce
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
135 Street -"E'very-fty you
delay lets bugs have their
way."
TFC

JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
753-7625 nights.
TFC

MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS

307 N. 4th

NOTICE

HAULING DONE anytime.
Garbage in county. Will haul
-newspapers from your
home. J.D. Pace. Phone 7537450.
N14C

753-6091

RADIO, TELEVISION,
SMALL APPLIANCE
SALES & SERVICE
IALIZING IN CB 8. CAR
SP
'A •I0 REPAIR

GEORGE McGOVERN
DEMOCRAT - PRESIDENT

TAYLOR SEED Co. is open for
custom cleaning of Lespedeza
seed. P.O. Box 657. Phone 7
5742.
WILL DO private care duty for
convalescent patients in your
home. Phone 753-4688.
N7P
YOUNG LADY desires full time
position, (experienced secretary
and office work.) Phone 7539382.
N7C

AUTO
INSURANCE
Single or Married
MALES
16-24 YRS.
* LOW RATES
(Budget Terms)
For Furtherinformation
CALL 753-1 222

For a Ride
to the
Polls
Call . . .
Democratic
Headquarters
753-0869
753-0892
753-7102

10 pericent off all Returned
Goods
Open till 7:00 P.M.

Paid Political
Advertisement

If You

Miss Your Paper

SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp
; 753-5933.
TFC

Ring a Ding-Ding Knows
Call 753-3000

I

TUNING-RepairPIANO
rebuilding. Prompt expert serIN MEMORY
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
Dyer,
W.
sale.
Ben
for
pianos
In loving memory of Sarnmey
work, small or large jobs. Free I
1 Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753- Keys Farley who passed away
estimate. Phone 753November21C two years.ago November 6, 1970.
November6NO 8911.
7955.
It has been two years since you
passed away.
Althought it seems like
yesterday, the hurt is still so hard
to bear. God only knows how
much we care.
His smiling way and pleasant
face,
LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
Are a pleasure to recall;
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
He had a kindly word for each,
And died beloved by all.
NASHVILLE, TEN N. Ph. 256-5847
Some day we hope to meet him,
Ph. 621-2932
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Some day, we know not when,
To clasp his hand in the better
land,
I AM now available for leaf WILL DO baby-sitting in your
Never to part again.
raking. Phone Rube Nichols, 753- home, days. Experienced.
9630.
-MONC References furnished. Phone 753Sadly missed by
The Family
1TP
N6C
4819.
GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
Installation or rework. No job too
MUSIC
FOREIGN FEMALE lady needs
big or too small. Call for estimate
N9C
767-4744.
Phone
job.
November 27P
436-2159, Jim.

FRANK ALBERT
STUBBLEFIELD

See why more people buy
Wurlitzer than any other
piano. Sales-Service-Rental
purchase Practice piano and
studios, J&B Music Center,
Murray, Ky 753-7575.

FOR LEASE OR SALE

Paid Political Advertisement

10 GALLON and 5 gallon
aquarium, with stand.*Fully
equipped. Phone 753-8260.
N9C

"flick. Juicy Sirloin Speriat
Tossed" Combination
salad ',,sth chore of
home made
dressings,
Baked Potato or French
Frtes
$1.79 Mon , Tues., Wed
TRIANGLE INN

REFAIGERATOR, IDEAL for
apartment; small family. Excellent shape, $20.00. Single bed,
$10.00, 13oth go, $25.00. Phone 4365539 after 6:00 p.m.
N6C USED UPRIGHT Piano in need
of repair, pr-ic&f CheirP: Phone'
N5C
753-3289.

CALL
About Our
Aluminum Plates
25 each
The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916
RCA HOME entertainment
center, includes color T.V.,
stereo, FM-AM radio, 8 track
tape player, in walnut Italian
Provincial, $350.00. Phone 7535762.
N1OC

NICE FOX Trotting mare, gentle
to ride, 3 years old. Phone days
753-7100 or after 6:00 p.m. 7538257.
N9C
AKC REGISTERED golden
retriever, 3 years old, female,
spayed. Obedience trained.
Excellent for farm family. Phone
753-4907.
NBC
AKAI PROFESSIONAL tape
deck, $300.00, and Pioneer turntable, $75.00. Excellent condition.
Must sell. Phone 75.3-9411 after
5:00 p.m. or 753-2932.
N6C
NICE THREE piece Kroehler
sectional couch. Cheap. Phone
753-6517 after 5:00 p.m. or all day
Saturday.
N6C

Phone...

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.
or

753-7278
Between 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. In The
Evening
If you know your route
boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr at the above
number during the hours
listed

Remember
Tuesday,

171 BUICK Skylark Custom two
, ;or hardtop, for sale by original
,vner. 350 cubic inch, double
;wet', factory air, vinyl top. For
';formation phone 753-2275 or 75323.
N7C
1966 PLYMOUTH four door.
Good condition. See J.R. Mahan
at Bus Station.
N6C
1970 DUSTER, 3 speed, stick
shift, V8 engine, 4 barrel carburetor and headers. Good
condition. Phone* Harold Walls
N6C
435-5061 after 5:00 p.m.
WANT TO BUY

Antique Clocks
We buy and sell old clocks,
cases, works and parts.
Over 150 in stock. We
repair clocks. J & B Music
Center. 753-7575.

FREE WASH
with any fill-up
of Chevron Gasoline
EVERY TUESDAY

ASTRO CAR WASH

WANT TO BUY black Angus ball.
Phone 489-2118.
N7C

WANT TO BUY old furniture,
attic junk, or anything of value.
Phone 436-2135.
November21C

SAVE
FROM 1 0%TO 50%
OFF REG.PRICE WHEN NEW
ON FLOOR MODELS AND DEMONSTRATORS

ALSO GREAT SAVINGS OFF ORIGINAL PRICES
ON DISCONTINUED SEWING MACHINES AND CABINETS

....•
irjr-__ •

11164
46Ma
1
I

TOUCH &SEW
STYLIST
FASHION MATE
SINGER MAKES A WIDE RANGE OF SEWNG MACHINES,FOR EVERY
SEWING NEED IN EVERY PRICE RANGE. Deluxe Touch & Sew* machines loaded with exclusive Singer features. Beautifully designed,
moderately priced Stylist* sewing machines. Economically priced
Fashion Mate* sewing machines for beginners and occasional sewers.
All these sewing machines are now available at .a fraction of their
regular price.
Floor samples, demonstrators, discontinued sewing machines and
cabinets. Limited quantities. Not all machines at all stores.

* This Week Only! *
One Large Table
100% WOOL
Beautiful Designs • Attractive Colors

DEE HUDDLESTON

I
I
THItEF BEDROOM home pear
college, at 209 South 15th Street.
Also has a nice apartment. Good
terms. Will finance. Call Ed
N7C
P.ickman at 753-5683.

$ 1 00
yd.

MERCERIZED COTTON

THREAD

Musk Lessons
Professional teachers of
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
accordion, drums and band
instruments J & 8 Music
Center, Murray, Ky
7537575

DEMOCRAT - CONGRESS
For_The.First District

1969 FORTY-TWO foot house
boat, twin 185 hp. engine, 6.5 KW ,
power plant. Heat and air, depth
finder and other extras. Winter
price $16,000. Phone 753-3648 or
753-6202.
N 13C

•

When is Thanksgiving Day?

505 Main

SHOTGUN: 20 ga. Charles Daly,
over-under, modified and full
choke, chambered for 3-inch
shells. Excellent condition,
$230.00. Phone Paris 6425813.
N6NC

AUTOS FOR SALE

"For The People"

FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC

Doug Willoughby
Insurance

NOTICE

GERMAN.SHEPHERD -puppies REDUCE SAFE and fast with
for sale. AKC registered call 753- GoBese Tablets' and E-yap
9427.
N7P "water pills" Holland Drug
Store, 109 South 4th.
NBC
1970 KAWASAKI 500: Phone 7538550.
TFC CREOSOTED POLES and penta
treated lumber. Also styrofoam
DELUXE 1970 Popup camper logs for dock flotation. Murray
trailer, fully self contained. Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Priced reasonable. Seen by Street.
•
N8C
appointment only. Phone 753-- -NW EffF-TY pile, free-from soil is the
6488.
carpet cleaned with Blue Lustre.
TWO BEDROOM, 12'x40' trailer. Rent electric shampooer $1. Big
All electric, carpeted throughout, K, Belaire Shopping Centerz.NlIC
.
furnished: Ohe yea-e - otri Goodcondition. Phone 753-5959 after BELTONE -FACTORY -fresh
hearing aid batteries for all make
6 00 p.m.
N7P
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. . MC

SLEEPING
PROBI.EM?
Restless'Get Snoozer Tablets for
1)67 REBEL two door, power a safe night's sleep. Only 98 cents
brakes and steering, radio and Holland Drug Store, 109 South
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
snow tires. Excellent condition. 4th.
NBC
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Phone 753-8432. Call between 2
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
and 9 p.m.
N7C
SPECIAL
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
Advertisement
Political
Paid
Hot roast beef sandwich
1967 MALIBU CHEVELLE. For
with whipped potatoes and
further information, 753-8005
beef gravy. 99 cents.
after 5 p.m.
N5C
Here or Go.
A Inn
7534953
Our "Speed Feedin"
1969 FORD LTD 10 passenger'
Cafeteria line
station wagon. New tires, air
Feeds you fine
conditioned, power steering and 15 EXTRA NICE weaning pigs.
In a lot less time.
brakes, $2095.00. Phone 753Phone 436-5454 or 436-2220. N7C
6747.
N6C
TRIANGLE INN
1969 ONE TON Ford wrecker, all
1969 CHEVELLE, 350 engine, in new condition. House trailer
COLLECTOR'S CORNER, next CARPET SALE, all of Novem- bucket seats, automatic on the
axles, used 900x20 tires. Phone
to fair grounds. Two beautiful ber. Hughes Paint Store, 401 floor, air conditioned, two door
753-5429 after 4:00 p.m.
N7C
wash stands, depression glass, M'ple Street, Murray.
N16C hardtop. Phone 753-9641 after 4:00
mirrops-,- pieeures1- - etc. Spee441
this week: Cosco card table and
chairs,$25.00.
N7C
Why Thanksgiving Day?
1969 GRAND PRIX Pontiac,
factory air and power steering
The Telephone Genie
and brakes. Model J. Stereo AMKnows
Montgomery Ward
FM and tape player. One owner.
753-3000
Call
1203 Chestnut
Can be seen at Dell's Gulf, 5
Sale, Wednesday only
Points, or phone 753-3078.
N7C

* RE-ELECT *

mes

FOR SALE

Sturdi -House Portable Buildings

Pianos -Organs

ST
16

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Another View a

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE -

AD

75'916

•i.••••

TE FOR SALE
oorn brick, on
mile southwest
blacktop road.'
X
. If interested ..
N8P

Ca

DEMOCRAT - SENATE
"Trust Him 6entucky Because
You Can':.
Paid Political Advertisement

2

Spools for the Price of

MURRAY SEWING
•
CENTER--S. 12th St
Bel Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
*A Traderoark of THE SINGER COMPANY

Phone 753-5323- .APPROVEO SINGER DEALER

PAGE FOURTEEN

Ford Labels Breakin
A 'Little Watergate'
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)—
Kentucky state Democratic
headquarters was burglarized
during the weekend, and Gov.
Wendell Ford promptly denounced the incident as a
"little Watergate affair."
There was no evidence of any
Republican invotrement with
the break-in, as in the recent
entry of Democratic national
headquarters in Washington
where indictments were returned.
But Tommy Preston, press
secretary to the governor, said
"it's logical to assume that
there must be a degree of political motivation."
Hours after the burglary was
discovered Sunday afternoon by
Mrs. Martha Lane Collins of
Versailles, a national cornmitteewoman, Preston held a
news conference to speak in behalf of state Chairman J. R.
Miller who was in Owensboro.
The break-in, police said, was
the third in the past three
months. Patrolman John Clark,
the investigating officer, said it
may have been the fifth in recent months.
Preston showed newsmen the
three offices broken into—a file
room, the office of the Democratic information officer and
the bookkeeper's office—and
the forced doors, jimmied file
cabinets and records strewn
around the floor.
"The most disgraceful abuse
of the Democratic process
imaginable,"
Miller
said
through Preston. "It is obvious
the thieves wete not after money . . they were more interested in confidential records
pertaining to our party's programs and our party's efforts
to elect Dee Huddleston to the
U.S. Senate)."
Ford said the episode
"reeked of political sabotage.
. call it the little Watergate affair."
The governor said, This is
exactly what I have spoken out
against the past six weeks—
bugging, theft of records and,
other subversive acts to prohibit the orderly political process
of a major party headquarters.
And now it has happened in
Kentucky."
Preston said the governor
and Miller are concerned about
one aspect in view of the items
disturbed.
He said they fear "there may
be an attempt to have false
communication with Democratic workers, leaders and other
supporters between now and
election day'in order to either
misrepresent Huddleston or
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confuse our efforts in behalf of
this election."
Therefore, Preston said,
Democratic workers and volunteers are being warned "to be
extremely suspicious of any
communication and verify with
state
or
Huddleston
headquarters any messages or
phone calls they might
receive."

Peace Corps
Recruit Team
To Be At MSU

Accidents . ..
(Continued from Page 1)
Grocery parking lot, according
to police.
The Johnson car was parked,
headed south, and the Miles car
was backing out of a parking
place, headed south, when the
accident occurred, police said.
Damage to the Johnson car
was to the left rear fender, and
damage to the Miles car was to
the right front fender, according to police.
At 9 p.m. Friday, a car driven
by Mikel D. Smith, 818 N. 19th,
collided with a parked car
owned by Robert W. Wood, of
Tifton, Ga., according to police.
The Smith vehicle was
backing out of a driveway, and
the Wood car was headed north,
at the time of the accident,
according to police reports.

Local Voters...
Henderson, who is running on
the Less Federal Taxes party
ticket.
Calloway County polls open at
6 a.m. and close at 6 p.m.
Tuesday. Calloway County
Court Clerk, Marvin - Harris,
said this mroning that anyone
who is in line to vote at the close
of the polls will be allowed to
cast their ballot.

The ACTION recruiting
team.. representatives of Peace
Corps and VISTA, will concentrate its efforts on the
Murray State campus today
through Thursday.
The recruiting drive will be
conducted from the lobby of the
Student Union Building, 9:30
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
"Since VISTA, Peace Corps,
Police said entry was forced
and five smaller Federally
(Continued from Page 1)
from the rear—where an alley
sponsored volunteer agencies
is located in the downtown
shire
to Baltimore, said the
were merged into the ACTION
building.
North
Vietnamese now have
Agency, a year and a half ago,
Preston reported $35 in petty
confirmed the statement with
the needs for volunteers have
cash taken from one room, but
expanded," a spokesman said. which he started off the camsaid it would require days to
"Now, more people with more paign—that Nixon "blew" a
learn if any records were stoand different kinds of skills are chance to end the war four
Damage to me wood car was
len.
EUROPE—To help sponsor a trip to Europe in the summer of 1973, the
CANDLELIGHT
FOR
needed to serve in programs." years ago.
He said one series of county to the right front fender, ac- Murray State University choir is selling candles proclaiming the message of "peace." Shown purAgnew's only scheduled SunIn recent years, requests
records—dealing with party ac- cording to police, but no chasing and lighting the first candle is (right ) Dr. Harry M. Sparks, M.S.U. President. Observing the
day appearance was canceled
have
risen
teachers
for
in
tivities in the current cam- damage was reported to the candlelighting are (far left) Larry Stinson, of Madisonville, a senior who is. serving as business
elementary, secondary, high when he, like McGovern, repaign—have not been found yet. Smith car.
(center) director of choral activities.
Barr
K.
Robert
manager
choir,
the
and
for
school and university levels; fused to cross picket lines by
'Local police took fingerprints , At 346 p.m. Saturday, cars
(Photo
by
W.
Woolley)
Nurses,Skilled Tradesmen, and union technicians, for an apfrom doors and some records, driven by Ralph W. Morris,
--Businessmen. Also urgently-. pearance on CBS' "Face the
and Preston said state police Route One, and David C.
required by both Peace Corps Nation"."Eddyville, were
Steffey,
of
also will enter the investigaTwo public-opinion pollsters
and
VISTA,
are
collision
Architects,
at
City
involved in a two-car
tion.
meanwhile,
that
Planners, Civil Engineers, said,
(Continued from Page 11
"Some electronic equipment the intersection of 11th and
McGovern is closing some of
(Continued from Page 1)
Lawyers,
police.
and
according
Medical
to
Sycamore,
will be used to make sure there
seek to use that power wisely
Technicians. People who have the gap between himself and
Investigating officers said the
aren't any bugs," he added.
and well...Foy Valentine.
lived or worked on a farm, or Nixon. Neither predicted a
car
Morris
was
headed
on
west
door
and
glass
the
just scatPreston said police believe
M,cGovern victory, however, in
Sycamore,
and the Steffey car tered in all directions, it was
We go out to a Management who have had training or ex- separate interviews on ABC's
the burglary occurred someThe funeral for Mrs. Gladys
perience in any one of numerous
was headed south on 11th, when reported.
time Saturday night.
"Issues and Answers."
Causey of Hazel Route One was Class at Murray State this
the accident occurred.
The men checked the garage held &friday at three p.m. at the morning -and enjoyed,It very agricultural fields, are always
Daniel Yankelovich predicted
-needed-for
Peace
Damage to the Morris car and found Mrs. Clark's car
Corps service...,
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman much. This was Dr. Woodruff's
will-410- by what be._
Peace Corps Volunteers serve
was to the right side and front locked. Mrs. Jones called Mrs.
Funeral Home with Bro. John class and it is composed of some for two years
called "a little landslide" which
ree Teachers end, and damage to the Steffey
in
one
of
the
Clark's
sharp
son, Dr. Charles D. Dale officiating.
people.
•
he defined as between 55 per
world's developing nlitions
car was to the left side and Clark of -Murray, to notify him
Serving as pallbearers were
cent
and the 61 per cent
windshield, police said.
of -the fire. The area around the Joe Pat Stone, Charles Stanley,
We have found thi!i to he—VISTA Volunteers serve for one achieved-by former - President
year
in
projects
in
Cars driven by Louis 0. house was checked in the event
the
United
Carlos Byars, Stoney Rasp- generally true with the classes States.
•
Amount of pay depends Lyndon B. Johnson against
Rogers, 1609 Hamilton, and that Mrs. Clark might have run
berry, Joe Raspberry, and we have talked with, Young on the individual
Barry Goldwater in 1964.
Brenda H. Wilson, 1305 Poplar, from the home and collapsed.
program and
people desiring to know things.
Jerry Harrison.
Louis Harris, declining to
project.
were
involved
Applicants
in
a
collision
must
Dr. Alice Koenecke, Chairbe at
Calloway County Deputy
Burial was in the Murray
make a prediction of a landleast
eighteen
years
man of Murray State University Sunday at 5 p.m. at the in- Coroner James Shelton was
old.
There
What
better
way
to find out
Cemetery
with
the
is no upper age limit for ap- slide in what he called a "year
Home Economics Department, tersection of Irvan and called to the scene about 6:30
arrangements by the Blalock- things than to ask questions.
of volatility," said McGovern
plicants.
Sycamore,
Miss Lil Glasgow, and Mrs.
according to police. a.m. Shelton said the remains of
Generally
we
have
always
might have a chance if Nixon
"No
Investigating officers said the Mrs. Clark were found in the Coleman Funeral Home.
matter
what
his
Mary Ellis Lawson attended a
age,
the
followed
this
line of reasoning.
Mrs. Causey, age 71, died
applicant must be able to offer a dropped his low-key campaignRegional Workshop for Home Rogers car was headed west on middle part of the house, a
We
do
not
mind
at
all
asking
Friday at 4:20 p.m. at the
Economics
Educator
at Sycamore, and the Wilson car hallway, about 8:50 a.m. after Murray-Calloway. County questions about something, requested skill and good ing "and went out stumping in
health," the spokesman said. a different style ... slashing
Chattanooga," Tenn., held was headed east on Irvan at the the flames had subsided and the
Hospital. She was a member of regardless of how stupid they
Married people, especially out at McGovern personally."
time of the accident.
Tuesday through Thursday.
members of the Rescue Squad
might
sound.
when both husband and wife He agreed this is unlikely.
Damage to the Rogers car were able to start the search in the Seventh and Poplar Church
The workshop was sponsored
of Christ. Born October 2, 1901,
The final pre-election Harris
by the U.S. Office of Education was to the right front fender and the ruins of the home.
About time to close the have requested skills, are
in Henry County, Tenn.,she was
poll, released today, gave Nixwelcome in service.
and was under the direction of door, and damage to the Wilson
Shelton said no inquest was
ventilaors
around
the
house.
Families with children are on 59 per cent, McGovern 35
Dr. Mary Lee Hurt and Bertha car was to the right front fen- held concerning Mrs. Clarks the daughter of the late Lee Some folks leave them open all
Dunlap and Cora Evanee Story
difficult
to place, but may be per cent, and 6 per cent unKing, Education Program der, according to police.
death, but he ruled that "death
winter, but generally we close
The sixth accident of the was due to suffocation and Dunlap. One sister, Mrs. Goldie ours. Makes the house warmer. accepted if both husband and decided. That was four points
Specialist for Consumer and
Homemaking of Washington, weekend occurred Sunday at severe burns." It is thought that Alexander preceded her in You should leave one on the wife have scarce skills to offer. better than McGovern did in a
7135 p.m., on S. 12th, and in- Mrs. Clark might have been death in January 1961.
Interested Murray residents late-October Harris Survey.
D.C.
Survivors are one daughter, south side open if possible to may obtain information and
Yankelovich and Harris said
Home Economics Educators volved cars driven by Floyd K. overcome by the smoke in her
keep
the
sills
under
the
house
over
applications by visiting the uncertainty
Vietnam
from eight states attended the Nixon, S. 12th, and Lela L. attempt to flee from the burning Mrs. Juanita Thorn of Hazel from sweating and rotting.
Route One; two sisters, Mrs.
representatives on campus, or peace prospects was a factor in
conference with the theme Hopwood, Route Two, ac- home.
Venice,
Ill.,
Beulah Johnson of
being "New and Expanded cording to police.
The Rescue Unit was able to
November 23 is Thanksgiving by calling the Peace Corps- McGovern's apparent gain.
McGovern has maintained
Police said the Nixon car was save the car and garage which and Mrs. Carlos ( Harnalee) Day. That's two weeks from this VISTA office in Chapel Hill,
Thrust for Vocational Home
Byars of Hazel; one brother,
that the polls have failed to
N.C.
(collect)
at
919-967-1421.
headed north on 12th and the
Economics."
approximately
ten
Thursday.
Christmas comes on
was located
John Wesley Yow of Detroit.
register his momentum and
Dr. Koenecke participated in Hopwood car was headed south feet from the house.
Monday this year.
The Mich.; two grandchildren.
that pollsters -would have "the
a panel on "New Approaches To on 12th, making a left turn, booster was used for seven
reddest faces in-_the_. nation''
Pre-Service and In-service when the accident occurred.
hours by the Unit members.
We are glad for election day
aftr Tuesday.
Education in Preparing Home
to roll around. We are getting
Damage to the Hopwood car Answering the call were
When Mr. and Mrs. Robert
(Continued from Page 1)
Economics Teachers to Meet was to the left doors; no Charles Tubbs, Loyd Key,
tired of all the allegations which
Buclaw
of Eldridge, Iowa, prethe Various Demands."
David
one hears from candidates on Bartley turn against HuddlesKey, Mike Farley, Max
damage was reported to the
sented the senator with a puppy
Mrs. Lawson served as Nixon car, according to police. Dowdy, Ricky Edwards,
ton.
all channels, for any race.
during an airport stop Sunday'
coordinator for the recorders
The guess is there are few
The last accident of the Gordon Wirt, Aaron Dowdy,
at
Moline, Ill., McGovern
for the conference.
Jim
We predict KentuekyNfor Republicans in the Bartley colKelly, Ronnie Garland,
weekend occurred at 9:33 p.m.
named him "Upset" and his
Nixon
umn
with
and
winning
Nunn
thus
Barnett,
there
but
be
would
Danny
Sunday on the Kroger parking Ronnie
Mrs.
Funeral services for
Chadwick, Ron Fletcher, Randy Betty Jones, wife of the late Ed not by as big a majority as comparatively little drain on wife Eleanor declared "his new
lot.
home will be the White House."
Linn, Frank _Fennell, Jim Jones, were held Sunday at two Nixon.
Nunn.
John B. Connally, head of
Cars involved were driven by Wilkinson, Jerry
Edwards, Bob p.m. at the Brooks Chapel
Polls generally have ignored Democrats for Nixon, said
Jerilane L. Harrell, Benton, and Hoke, Steve Simmons,
department
store
in
Sign
Joe Pat United Methodist Church with
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)—William J. Kunfuss, American Farm Michael H. Teitloff, of
the minor parties on the ground there won't be any upset. He
Bureau president, will speak at the 53rd annual state Farm Smithland, according to police. Thweatt, Bill Garland, Phil Rev. Julian Warren officiating.
that for one thing their cumula- said he expects 20 million
Owens, Jim Johnson, Bernard
wuinpdr
ootwth
: e Girl Scouts,
Pallbearers were Alben. S
Bureau convention Nov. 16-19 at the Phoenix Hotel here.
tive total will be too small to Democrats to support Nixon.
Investigating officers said the Steen, Jerry McCoy, and Ed Hopkins. Rob Jones, Alfred Today's Brownie
affect any but a very close outKuhfuss will speak Nov. 18. Voting delegates representing 120
Meanwhile, Rep. John
Harrell car was headed south on Jennings.
Jones, Gardie Jones, Burnett Is Tomorrow's Cookie.
come. Such a situation, how- Schmitz, American party presicounty farm bureaus in Kentucky will formulate a platform for the
Mrs. Clark, age 75, retired in Jones, and Larry Puckett.
lot, and the Teitloff car was
ever, is conceivable in the Ken- dential nominee, predicted in
the Farm Bureau's 1973 programs and legislative activities
parked, heading south, at the 1968 after serving for thirty
Interment was in the church
tucky Senate race. during a business session Nov. 17.
Escondido, Calif., that the numyears as postmistress at cemetery
time of the accident.
the
with
Both Huddleston and Nunn ber of votes he receives
Kirksey. Her husband, Urban arrangements by the Linn
have claimed they will win, Tuesday will shock the nation.
LEXINGTON,Ky.( AP)—Swapi;the Horse of the Year in 1956
Damage to the Harrell car P. Clark, died
2, 1929. Funeral Home of Benton.
which is to be expected, but "We're going to sober them up
and the winner of the 1955 Kentucky Derby. has been humanely was to the right rear quarter- She was born January 1897,
in
May 4,
Mrs. Jones, age 91, a resident
neither has said what he thinks and hit them in the face with a
destroyed at Spendthrift Farm here.
panel, and damage to the Marshall County and
was the of Dexter, died Friday at 5:45
Swaps, who won 19 of 25 starts during his career and earned a Teitloff car was to the left door,
is the cutoff point on a split dash of cold water," he said.
daughter of the late Douglas p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
total of $849.900, sired 26 stakes winners, including 1963 Derby according to police.,
presidential-Senate vote.
Schmitz says his party gives
Magness and Lela Burchett County Hospital. She was a
winner Chateaugay.
In other words, how many Americans a real choice be_
Citations issued b.y police Magness.
member of the Brooks Chapel
Twenty-one persons enlisted Nixon votes does Nunn need be- cause Democrats and RepubliThe Kirksey woman was a United Methodist Church. Born
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP i—Former University of Kentucky over the weekend included one
in
the Navy at the Paducah fore he can ride the coattail to cans hold similar _totalitarian
member of the Oak Grove July 8, 1881, she was the
basketball coach Adolph Rupp will be honored at a "Thank You for DWI and carrying a conrecruiting office during Oc- victory. And conversely, how socialist tendencies.
Cumberland
cealed
Presbyterian
deadly weapon; one for
daughter of the late Elias Jones tober, according to Chief Jerry many Nixon votes can HuddlesCoach Rupp" dinner at which six Kentucky governor will speak
no helmet and expired state Church, Murray Woman's Club, and Nancy Hopkins Jones.
Nov. 5).
Gilkey, Navy representative for ton weather and still survive.
and the Golden Age Club.
Survivors are one son, Wayne Western Kentucky'.
Among the speakers at the dinner at Stouffer's Inn here will be inspection sticker; one public
Another imponderable is the
She
is
survived
by
drunk;
one
son, Jones, and his wife, Pauline,
one for driving on
former governors Lawrence Wetherby, Louie Nunn, Bert Combs,
K. Alexander, Murray, scratch ballot itself. Kentucky
Terry
Dr.
Charles
D. Clark and his 312 South 13th Street, Murray;
Earl Clements, A.B. Happy Chandler and Ned Breathitt. Current suspended license; one for
and Everett Ramage, Paducah, is one of the few states that
wife, Mary' Ann, 801 South 16th
one grandson, Phil Jones, enlisted for three years with a makes it easy to vote a straight
Gov. Wendell Ford will serve as a master of ceremonies. Rupp, wrong way on one way street;
Street,
Murray;
and
one
one
grandfor unnecessary noise,
serving with the U.S. Army at choice of coast assignment after ticket--usually a benefit to the
the winningest coach in college basketball, ts now president of the
no city sticker, and expired daughter, Mrs. Pain West, and Fort Knox; one granddaughter,
Memphis Tams of the American Basketball Association
recruit training at Orlando, Fla. dominant Democrats.
one great granddaughter,
inspection sticker.
Mrs. Kent ( Paulette ) Reed of
But on Tuesday the DemoChristie West, Memphis, Tenn.; Princeton; two sisters, Mrs. Paul Fritz, Paducah, enlisted
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
for four years.
cratic leadership must pertwo grandson, Charles Clark,
Republican senatorial candiEdith Jones at Dexter Route
Enlisted, and in boot camp at suade many thousands of voJr., and Hollis Clark, both of
One and Mrs. Elna Jones of the Great Lakes, Ill., with coast ters that they can split a ballot date Louie B. Nunn predicted
Murray.
WASHINGTON ( AP)—Secretary of State William P. Rogers
today he would win by more
Westview Nursing Home.
assignment guarantee are without spoiling it and also perFuneral services will be held
than 50,000 votes in Tuesday's
predicts that secret peace talks with the North Vietnamese will
Gerry Bowman at
Donald haps must show them how to
(Continued from Page 1)
today at two p.m. at the chapel
election.
resume in the near future, but that a final agreement on a VietVarini, both of Calvert City; do it without, at the same time,
of
the
J.H.
Churchill
He also said President Nixon
nam cease-fire probably is "several weeks" away.
Funeral
'Louie Nunn, lied here," added
Wicky Parham, Paducah; antagonizing
the
loyal would carry the state by some
Hotne with Rev. James Garrett
The North Vietnamese chief negotiator, Xuan Thuy, said, the lieutenant governor.
Terry Wylie, Mayfield, and McGovern supporters.
and Rev. Johnson Easley ofmeanwhile, that the Communists would agree to another "final"
200,000 votes,
Danny Hooks, Metropolis, Ill.
Aside from the presidential
ficiating.
Nunn told news conferences
meeting if. conditions are right. "The question is seriousness" on
Congressman Stubblefield
AE2
Terry
StoPhlett, race, which features four minor in six
Active pallbearers will be Federal State Market News
the part of the United States, he added.
cities he is "convinced
also urged the voters to put
Metropolis, Ill., and MM2 Harry parties, there are congressional
Roy Jones, Paul D. Jones, Jim Service Nov. 6, 1972
that the tide of voter support is
Huddleston in the senate.
Curtis,
reinlisted.
Kevil,
races in all seven districts and running decisively in my favor
Washer, Max Hurt, Bryan Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
SAIGON (AP)—Communist forces shot, down three. U.S.
Enlisting in the 180 day delay one court of appeals contest in
"In my 16 years in Congress, I Staples, and Carlin
helicopters within 14 miles of Da Nang —Sunday, killing two
because the people of Kentucky
Riley. Market Report includes 9 program
were
Reginald Eastern Kentucky.
Americans and wounding three. the U.S. Command announced have never had a Democratic Honorary pallbearers will be buying stations
know I can represent them
Donaldson,
Ronnie
Matthews,
Senator
to work with," Stub- Dr. Charles Tuttle,
today'.
more effectively ... than my opNorman
Stephen Quarles, Eddie Taber
U.S. B52 bombers swept to within 56 miles of the 20th parallel blefield said. "I urge you to Klapp, Carnie Hendon, Hugh Receipts: Act. 1512 Est. 1400
ponent.
and
Gar
Taber,
all
of
help
me
Paducah:
as
well
as
yourselves
Gingles, Charles Smith, Ken- Barrows and Gilts steady to
today in their deepest raids against North Vietnam since the
"First, they knowl have and
Joey
Greenup,
by
Boaz;
Robert
voting the straight neth Palmer, Harry
resumption of full-scale bombing last April. The raids 34 miles
can work closely with President
Sledd, mostly 25 cents higher Sows Proctor,
Murray; Rickie Bugg,
north of Vinh were part of a concerted effort to blunt a Democratic ticket from top to Terry Cochran, Ed West, Dan fully steady
Nixon and the members of his
Bandana; William Jackson,
( ashew Industries Of Ma- cabinet rather than be an obCommunist buildup of troops and supplies in all four countries of bottom," Stubblefield added. Hutson, and G.B. Scott, Jr.
Fulton.
and
Claudia Kemp, laysia Sendirian Berhad is structionist,
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 27.25-27.75
Indochina in anticipation of cease-fire, U.S. military sources said
Following the stop in Murray,
as my opponent obMilton
Burns, spending $5 million to develop viously would,"
Interment will be in the US' 1-3 200-240 lbs., 26.75-27.25 Murray.
Carroll wept to Paducah and
Nunn said.
Paducah,
enlisted
in
the
reserve
240-260
3,000
lbs., 26.25-26.75
acres of cashew on an
TOK Yo-(1-13-) A nigkir trilddre--ageit
"Second, they know I am fari-dnr-k*dtrrying-a I& ---Beuaton befiase glaing 40. Kirksey Cemetery with the US 2-4
program.
estate basis in Besut, niiliar with the multitude
arrahrements- by—theUS-..3-4 zso-za..1145,_,_4V15-36-•25
caliber revolver, hijacked a Japanese domestic airliner with 127 Lexington Saturday night.
of
Tregganu, before_1973.
Sows
Churchill Funeral Home.
other perSons aboard today in a bid for a plane to Cuba and $2
state and federal-program:and_
SALT
TALK
After
The
company
the
is
270-350
a joint ven- that I worked with the problbs., 23.00-23.50
speech by Carroll, a
The family requests that in US 1-2
million ransom, but police in hiding captured him on the ground
The Pecos River has an avture between Food Industries
Democratic motorcade covered lieu of flowers that donations be US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 22.00-23.00
eight hours later and no one was hurt.
lems and opportunities of all
erage concentration of disof Malaysia Sendirian Berhad
120 counties in Kentucky during
Police said the man was a Japanese, who had been living in his the county and passed out made to the Calloway County US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 21.50-22.00
solved
and
salts
the
of
Tregganu
2.600
Industrial
material
parts
per
and bumper stickers. lire-Rescue Unit,
my term as governor," he
Boars 20.00-21.50
Angeles.
thousand
Development Board
added.
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